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Good, clean fun
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WHITEWASHED — Young residents of Orono spray each other with shaving cream during
the Orono Village Festival last Saturday morning.
Largest freshman class in UM
history enrolls for fall semester
By Tony Reaves
News Editor
The class of 2010 is the
largest in University of Maine
history. At 1,950 students, this
year's freshman class marks a 7
percent increase over last year as
well as the most out-of-state stu-
dents in any class.
Kim Johnston, UMaine's sen-
ior associate director of admis-
sions, said the incoming class
size is reaching a plateau where,
in coming years, the school can
focus exclusively on increasing
the quality of incoming students
rather than just the quantity.
"We're fine-tuning," said
Johnston, "and looking to
increase certain populations. It
might be out-of-state, it might be
other areas of diversity."
Associate director of admis-
sions Bill Munsey said UMaine's
efforts to increase out-of-state
attendance are a response to
demographic data about high
school students in Maine.
"There's going to be a leveling
off and a decline in the numbers
of students graduating from high
schools in Maine and some areas
throughout the northeast,"
Munsey said.
In order to keep incoming
class sizes from declining, the
admissions department has been
aggressively recruiting students
from across America. "This will
be the third year where we send
someone out to the Chicago
area," Johnston said. "We had
over 60 guidance counselors
from Illinois visit campus this
summer as part of a tour."
UMaine has also been offer-
ing more academic scholarships
to out-of-state students, thanks to
the efforts of Admissions
Director Sharon Oliver.
Johnston said areas centering
around environmental programs,
such as forestry and marine sci-
ence, are most popular in luring
out-of-state students to Maine.
According to Johnston, those
programs catch prospective stu-
dents' attention "because they're
some of the programs that set us
apart," said Johnston. This year's
freshman class includes repre-
See INCOMING on Page 7
Class of 2oio boasts diverse student body
By Mae Walters
For The Maine Campus
R
epresenting 47 coun-
tries and 45 states, the
class of 2010 stands
out for its diversity
and eagerness to get involved.
As a student ambassador, junior
Rachel Hirsch was one of the
first to meet the new class. "I
think they're a nice diverse
group. I especially like the odd
people."
Jose Cordero, the Interim
Director of the ALANA Center,
is very excited to see more stu-
dents coming to the University
of Maine. Statistically, these
first years include 102 self-
identified students of color, not
including multiracial students.
Cordero stresses that diversity
is individual, and not all forms
of diversity are visible. The
class of 2010 includes GLBT
students and a variety of reli-
gions. The freshman class has
also distinguished itself by
increasing involvement in stu-
dent organizations and
extracurricular activities. "This
year we've set some records.
Over 500 people attended the
ALANA welcome barbecue.
For the first time we had a
diverse crowd, not just students
of color." Cordero attributes
this to the first-year students.
Some students come to
UMaine based on prior experi-
ence with its programs. Peter
Nguyen is from Kennebunk,
and would often make the two
hour trip here to attend sports
camps. "I've always liked the
school. They have a good track
and cross country program."
Nguyen plans to major in nutri-
tion and enjoys break-dancing.
See CLASS on Page 7
GSS, Dana spar
over SAE issue
Spending, concert included in agenda
By Eryk SaIvagglo
Copy Editor
On Tuesday, the General
Student Senate had a routine
meeting dominated early by
concerns about an e-mail sent
that morning by Dean of
Students Robert Dana to the
University of Maine communi-
ty concerning the legitimacy of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was
suspended following an inci-
dent in 2005 in which emer-
gency responders to a 911 call
from the house were barred
entry to the fraternity by seven
students, apparently intoxicat-
ed, and an officer was assault-
ed. No medical emergency was
found. The senate noted that
those students had been pun-
ished, and that further punish-
ment seemed unnecessary.
It is unclear what impact, if
any, the e-mail will have on
Sigma Alpha Epsilon outside
of its recruitment appeal. The
fraternity is allowed to contin-
ue with its current activities,
including rushes, and is still
affiliated with the national
Sigma Alpha Epsilon organiza-
tion. However, it is not recog-
nized by the University of
Maine, and does not work with
campus Greek organizers.
Dana noted that e-mails had
been sent in the past in similar
situations, citing a previous
incident with Phi Gamma
Delta, and that they are essen-
tially a legal technicality to
avoid liability to the
University.
"Legal counsel says from an
See GSS on Page 5
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RIGHT ON CUE — Kyle Libby and Eddy Bui shoot a game
of pool in the new Orchard Trails rec area.
Students flock to new complex
as alternative to dorm living
By Erin Donovan
For The Maine Campus
People passing by the east
side of the University of Maine
no longer have to listen to the
sound of construction on their
way to campus. Instead, they
are greeted by the sight of the
new Orchard Trails apartment
complex, which opened this
fall. With the year-long build-
ing process now complete, the
College Park Orchard Trails
community is ready for the
new school year.
The new complex, which
houses nearly 600 students, is
more than just a place to to
sleep and shower. Orchard
Trails offers residents use of a
computer lab, tanning salon
and athletic facilities. Each
apartment includes an air con-
ditioner, a garbage disposal, a
dishwasher, a washing machine
and a dryer.
Orchard Trails Area
Manager James Goodson said
the complex isn't just a resi-
dence, but an extension of the
UMaine community. "On cam-
pus you get the educational
component, and when you
leave campus there is no reason
why that should stop,"
Goodson said.
See TRAILS on Page 5
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Thursday
Air quality talk
Air Quality Protection for
National Parks: Research and
Modeling to Develop Critical
Loads by Kathy Tonnessen,
research coordinator for the
National Park Service, Rocky
Mountain Cluster of Parks, and
park service liaison to the Rocky
Mountains Cooperative
Ecosystem Studies Unit; part of
the Mitchell Center seminar
series. The lecture is at 12:00 p.m.
in Room 107 of Norman Smith
Hall.
Women's Lunch
The Women in the Curriculum
and Women's Studies Program
Lunch Series will present Beth
Edmonds, Maine State Senate
President, who will give a lecture
entitled "What's at Stake for
Women in the November
Election?" The lecture will take
place at 12:15 p.m. in the Bangor
Lounge in Memorial Union. The
lecture is open to the public.
Friday
History Symposium
The UMaine Department of
History's fall symposium series will
kick off Friday. Sept. 22 at 3:30
p.m. in the Bodwell Lounge at the
Maine Center for the Arts. The lec-
ture will be a discussion of a raid
on English colonists in Deerfield.
Mass. on Feb. 29, 1704 The event
has since become symbolic of the
struggle between the French,
English and Native Americans in
colonial North America. Co-spon-
sored by the Canadian American
Center, the lecture and slide pres-
entation by two historians is open
to the public at no cost.
Marine Science Seminar
The School of Marine Sciences'
Seminar Series will present Peter
Jumars, who will be giving a lec-
ture entitled "Scientific Methods
Revisited: Which One Should I
Use?" The lecture will take place
at noon in Room 354 in Aubert
Hall. The event is open to the pub-
lic.
Saturday
First Year Family Day
First Year Family Day will be
held campus-wide throughout
the weekend. This gives new
students and their families an
opportunity to learn more about
the UMaine campus with infor-
mational sessions, a silent auc-
tion with great prizes, 'Nate the
Magician' and more. Visit
http://www.umaine.edu/campuse
vents/firstyearfamily/index2.asp
for more information.
Sunday
Planetarium Show
The Maynard F. Jordan
Planetarium will host Worlds in
Motion,' a multi-media show
about the movements of the
heavens, at 2:00 p.m. on the
second floor of Wingate Hall.
Tickets are on sale in the plane-
tarium office; adults and children
$3.00, UMaine students free with
MaineCard. The Planetarium will
also be offering a brief overview
of the recent change surround-
ing Pluto's status as a planet.
Fall Flower Forum
Julia Beckford of Sweet Pea
Perennials will host a discussion
on autumn flowers as part of the
Edith Marion Patch Center's
educational forum series. The
forum will take place at 2:00 p.m.
in the Page Home and Farq
Museum, and will involve bo
discussion and hands on activi-
ties . 11
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Brian Sylvester
or dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union
Please include all the impor-
tant information about your
event. Deadlines for submis-
sions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9
a.m. Wednesday for Thursday
publication.
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COMMUNITY SPIRIT — Allie Reitchel, center, and Sarah Robichaud of the UMaine Dance
Team march in front of the band, kicking off the Orono Village Fest.
Orono holds bicentennial celebration
By Jesse Davis
Copy Editor
The town of Orono contin-
ued its year-long bicentennial
celebration last Saturday dur-
ing Festival Day downtown.
The festival began with a pan-
cake breakfast at the fire sta-
tion and went on to feature
crafts, music, and a late morn-
ing parade down Main Street.
"It was a very well organ-
ized parade, possibly the
longest parade I've ever seen,"
said Andrew Eldridge, a senior
communications major at the
University of Maine. "My
favorite parts were the ladies
tap dancing to 50s music, and
the Central Maine Lawnmower
Racing Association."
March 12 was the official
date of Orono's bicentennial,
marked by a birthday party
held at the Asa Adams School.
During the party, a chorus per-
formed "New England Sings,"
a song originally written for
America's bicentennial in
1975.
Other events this year have
included monthly public lec-
tures on topics relating to the
town, a river parade on the
Stillwater titled, "Everyone
Floats," a community picnic, a
fireworks display, and several
concerts. Planning for the
year-long celebration has been
going on since 2004, when the
Orono Bicentennial Committee
was formed.
"We've had no problem
finding volunteers," said com-
mittee co-chair, John Hackney.
"The Old Town-Orono Kiwanis
club in particular has done an
outstanding job helping out,
both financially and in regards
to community and individual
activity support. In fact, it was
one of their members that
organized the parade."
Beyond simple celebration,
the bicentennial has aided in
fundraising for the new Orono
Public Library, which will be
Maine Channel revives program with new budget
By Astra Brinkmann
Staff Reporter
For the first time since the
Maine Channel's inception, a
budget of $30,000 will fund the
efforts of the University of
Maine's student-run and pro-
duced TV station. Students with
access to campus television can
expect to see a larger variety of
programs, consistent scheduling
and recordings of live university
events, according to Maine
Channel president Andrew
Eldridge.
Based in 219 Alumni Hall, the
Maine Channel uses the spacious
room formerly occupied by the
Maine Public Broadcast station
prior to the mid 80s. Television
Services took over from there,
eventually becoming part of the
Information Technologies
Department, which still main-
tains the studio.
The Maine Channel evolved
from former professor Lyombe
Eko's desire to have an outlet for
broadcast journalism students
into its current standing in serv-
ing the student and campus com-
munity.
Raising the communications
fee for student tuition this year
provided the Maine Channel's
funds. The Maine Channel is pur-
chasing new equipment for pro-
duction and recording purposes,
as well as changing its volunteer-
based staff to a paid workforce.
Eldridge anticipates six or
seven student-produced shows,
but it is too soon to tell the exact
line-up for the semester. Viewers
may see programs such as an aer-
obics show, a game show, a
Sports Center-inspired show,
local news, sports, events and
returning favorite "Mouthguard."
On the non-program side,
Eldridge expects free 30-second
advertisements for student groups
and organizations. Anyone inter-
ested can contact Randy Perkins
on FirstClass.
"We hope our shows are at
least slightly entertaining and get
students involved," Eldridge
said.
Without a budget to support
their operations, the Maine
Channel faced a few obstacles
last year that will now be elimi-
nated. Live taping of campus
activities, such as the Lecture
Series, will be possible thanks to
equipment that can now leave the
studio.
Serge Drage, technical advisor
to the Maine Channel, said that
an automation system, which
would help regulate program-
ming, would improve the sched-
uling issue. "Last year, we had to
burn DVDs and time them out
because it was the only thing
available. But it's better to be on
[air] than not on at all."
Other equipment, not yet
obtained, will create a more pro-
fessional environment similar to
careers beyond college for broad-
cast journalism students. Faculty
adviser Mark Kelley has spent
many years as a news anchor, and
he offers his experience with pro-
tocol for students, but Drage
hopes that the new equipment can
help "raise the level of perform-
ance" on the technical side of the
Maine Channel.
Drage also mentioned the pos-
sibility of the Maine Channel air-
ing on public access so that off-
campus students may watch it.
This decision has yet to be made,
but for now, on-campus students
can find the Maine Channel on
channel 42.
located across from the Birch
Street School. The property
was previously inhabited by
UMaine students before the
house on the lot burned down.
Sales of the "Orono Cooks"
cookbook will provide funding
to the project directly. If any of
the money allocated for other
events is left over after the cel-
ebration ends, it will be split
between the library and repairs
for the ailing Civil War monu-
ment.
Several more functions are
scheduled throughout the next
three months. This Saturday
there will be a town-wide yard
sale. Upcoming lecture topics
include the University of
Maine, women in Orono's his-
tory, changes in the 60s and
70s, remembering the 30s and
40s, and early families in
Orono, all of which will be
held at the town hall. For more
details on dates and other
upcoming events, go to
www.orono2006.com.
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Vomiting female receives
underage drinking summons
On September 3 at 2:18 a.m.,
officers found a female vomit-
ing outside of Androscoggin
Hall. They could smell alcohol
and she admitted to drinking.
There was a male subject with
her, identified as Branden
Freeman, 20, of Old Town.
They were both referred to
judicial affairs but due to a
prior alcohol violation,
Freeman was also issued a sum-
mons for possession of alcohol
by a minor.
Safety check leads to drunk
driving charge
During a vehicle safety
check point on Rangeley Rd., at
12:39 a.m. on September 8,
conducted by UMaine Public
Safety, officers observed a
vehicle turning out of Aster
Lane onto Rangeley Road.
When officers made contact
with the operator they could
detect alcohol coming from his
breath. He denied having con-
sumed any alcohol. The officer
had him take a deep breath and
exhale again and could still
smell alcohol. After more ques-
tioning, he admitted to having a
beer about 50 minutes prior. He
was identified as Ryan Mayo,
19, and because he was in vio-
lation of Maine's zero tolerance
law was required to take a
breath test. He blew a 0.10 and
was given a summons for oper-
ating under the influence.
Jenness roof antics result
in underage drinking charge
Officers received a call on
September 8 at 11:12 p.m. com-
plaining of four subjects on the
roof of Jenness Hall. The offi-
cers quickly convinced the four
to come down and three of
them were identified as stu-
dents. They all appeared to be
intoxicated, and admitted to
drinking. All were admitted to
judicial affairs. However,
James Osenton, 19, was
charged for possession of
liquor by a minor.
Teen charged for possession
of drug paraphernalia
While conducting rounds at
Cumberland Hall on September
1 at 8:31 p.m., an officer
noticed a small flicker of what
he believed to be a cigarette
lighter behind some trees near
the building. He approached the
trees and noticed the same
flicker. Upon stepping inside
POLICEBEAT
By Randy Perkins
For The Maine Campus
the tree line he noticed three
male subjects sitting side by
side under the trees. As he
approached he noticed one of
the males was in possession of
a marijuana pipe. The pipe had
freshly burnt marijuana inside.
As a result, Seth Haven, 18, of
Belfast, was summonsed for
illegal possession of drug para-
phernalia.
Two students summonsed
after complaints of marijua-
na
On September 4 at 1:05 a.m.,
officers received a complaint
from the second floor of
Androscoggin Hall of the smell
of marijuana emanating from a
specific room. The officer was
about to knock on the door
when it was opened by resident
Timothy Berigen, 18, and the
officer instantly detected the
smell of marijuana. As the offi-
cer was explaining his presence
to Berigen he saw a female,
Emily Fortin, 18, put some-
thing under her leg. The officer
advised her that concealing evi-
dence was a crime and she
showed the officer a bag of
marijuana. There were also sev-
eral cans of beer in the room.
Berigen then turned over a mar-
ijuana pipe that he took out of
his desk drawer. He was sum-
monsed for possession of drug
paraphernalia and Fortin was
summonsed for possession of
marijuana.
Knox Hall student found
with marijuana
On September 3, at 11:49
p.m., officers responded to a
report of a resident of Knox
Hall who smelled of marijuana
on his person. By the time the
officer arrived, the subject was
in his room. Officers knocked
on the door of the resident's
room and when the door was
opened the officers could smell
the strong odor of marijuana.
The resident was asked to
turn over any marijuana that he
had. He presented a baggie of
marijuana and rolling papers.
The resident, identified as John
Hicks, 19, was summonsed for
possession of marijuana.
Minors walking down
Rangely Road summonsed
for alcohol
At 2:50 a.m. on September
2, officers on patrol on
Rangeley Road noticed two
subjects on foot. The two raised
their hands to flag the officers
down, but when they realized
that they were flag-
ging down police they quickly
put their hands down. The offi-
cer stopped and as he was exit-
ing the car he saw a male,
Blake Snell, 20, of Bath, throw
something out into the grass.
The item turned out to be a bot-
tle of Smirnoff Twisted Tea.
The other subject, Lauren
Andrews, 18, ran over the
embankment in an attempt to
hide. She was ordered to return
to the road, and she complied.
Both subjects were intoxicated.
While talking with Andrews,
the officer learned that she was
on probation and one of her
conditions of probation was not
to consume alcohol. It was
determined that Snell had fur-
nished the liquor to Andrews.
Snell was summonsed for fur-
nishing liquor to a minor.
Because of Andrews' probation
conditions she was required to
take a breath test. She blew a
0.17. She was referred to pro-
bation due to her violation.
Minor summonsed for alco-
hol after friend shouts party
plans
As a female was reminding
her friends that they were sup-
posed to be in for a night of fun
by yelling, "Don't forget to get
the beer," officers were drawn
to the commotion at 10:49 on
the night of September 2. Upon
seeing the officers, the group of
six split up and a pink backpack
was dropped. Officers heard the
sound of beer cans from the
backpack. One of the individu-
als was ordered to stop. He
placed his backpack on the
ground, which was also full of
beer cans. He explained that the
bag was not his. The male,
identified as Justin Donovan,
20, of Calais, was summonsed
for possession of liquor by a
minor.
Police find homemeade bong,
charge student for parapher-
nalia possession
The smell of marijuana On
the second floor of Kennebec
Hall prompted officers to
respond to a room containing
six people. All denied smoking
marijuana. The officer was
allowed entry upon which he
noticed a homemade bong on
the floor. The resident of the
room, Andrea Johnsen, 19,
claimed that she was merely
holding the bong for a friend
but would not disclose who the
friend was. She was charged
with possession of drug para-
phernalia.
Information
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BOOKWORMS — Fogler Library is undergoing renovations
in the downstairs area to consolodate the information tech-
nologies center.
Campus undergoes makeover
By Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor
Returning students to the
UMaine campus might notice a
few changes since last spring.
Fogler Library has seen some
changes, including the arrange-
ment of shelving and seating on
the upper two levels. In addi-
tion, Knox. Oxford and
Somerset halls have had new
fire alarm and sprinkler systems
installed. Facilities manage-
ment oversaw many other reno-
vation projects, including
repaving, lighting, painting and
dozens of other smaller projects
to get campus ready for students
this fall. Overall, more than
twenty buildings saw renova-
tion or construction work this
summer.
One of the more visible
changes that will affect students
is on the first floor of Fogler
Library, where they have con-
solidated their information
technologies (IT) department
with the reference desk, creating
what they refer to as the
Information Commons. The
project was overseen by a com-
mittee composed of library and
IT staff, and was led by the head
of the reference department,
Nancy M. Lewis.
"It will be a benefit to stu-
dents," Lewis said regarding the
new setup. "It's so much better."
Previously, students were
often confused as to which
department to ask when they
had a question; reference or IT.
The new arrangement, which
brings staff from both depart-
ments to a large, central area
where the reference desk used to
be, will eliminate this confusion
and make it easier for the two
departments to work together.
"The information commons
is a one-stop-shop for the stu-
dents," Lewis said.
In addition to this consolida-
tion of resources, the library has
added twenty new computer sta-
tions, and will soon be adding a
fourth color printer. The new
information commons boasts a
total of 67 computer stations,
some of which are networked
together for students working as
groups.
Knox, Oxford and Somerset
Halls also saw renovation work.
For the last several years, prop-
erty management has been
installing and updating alarm
systems in all the residence halls
on campus. Joseph Caron, assis-
tant director of property man-
agement, spoke about the
upgrades being part of an ongo-
ing project, in accordance with
state law.
"As part of the project we're
going to upgrade all the life
safety plans," Caron said.
New sprinkler systems were
installed in each hall as part of a
new fire alarm system. The new
sprinklers are heat and smoke
activated. This makes the use of
heat generating appliances or
electronics in the dorm rooms
even more of a risk, as there is
greater potential for setting off
the fire alarm.
The ceilings in each hall
were reworked, and asbestos
was removed in spots as part of
the installation of the new alarm
system. In addition, many of the
individual rooms in these halls
were outfitted with individual
thermostats, which will help
regulate heat more effectively in
the building. Previously, a sin-
gle thermostat controlled the
temperature for each floor.
"If you had a resident in one
of the sensor rooms who opened
the window, the system would
call for heat," Caron explained.
Despite the growing heat in
other rooms, the sensor room
would remain cold and continu-
ally call for more heat.
Changing this system will not
only make residents more com-
fortable, but will also reduce
high heating costs.
Most of the funding for these
projects came from the state of
Maine, which passed a bond
issue several years ago to pay
for the implementation of the
new alarm systems. The cost of
the information commons in the
library was covered in their
yearly budget.
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From Page 1
institutional perspective, if you
have a place that looks like a
fraternity and it seems to be
sanctioned by the university,
but it isn't, you have to give
fair notice to people so that
they will know that it isn't. But
they have every right to be
there, to occupy our property,
but they're not recognized and
we don't want students to think
there is tacit approval of what is
or is not going on in there." He
later added, "We still love all the
guys in there, but we just don't
consider them a fraternity."
Dana said the 
action was to
encourage SAE to
cease operating as
fraternity, and to
apply for re-recog-
nition at a later
date. After Dana
had left the room,
the Vice President
of Student
Organizations,
Teagan Thibodeau,
expressed disap-
pointment in the e-
mail targeting
Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. "SAE
deserves a little more respect than
that," she said, stating that the fra-
ternity has been on good behavior
since the emergency call incident.
SAE President Kevin Caton
had a subdued response to the let-
ter. "We got one last year. When
we get one every year it's nothing
new."
The other major topic under
discussion was a proposal by
Senator William Pomerleau to
reduce the flexibility available
to student senators in regards
to spending money. Pomerleau
said the proposal was a
response to student sentiment
that the senators spent money
"frivolously" last year.
"I want financial policies
held on the same level that I
hold the Constitution,"
Pomerleau stated. Derek
Mitchell, vice president of
Student Entertainment,
opposed the proposal, saying
"decisions are supposed to be
made by representatives, not
by lines in legislation." Other
opponents to the proposal stat-
ed concerns over flexibility
with charitable gifts, such as
the gift to the victims of
Hurricane Katrina, which the
GSS awarded last year. The
new bill would still allow for
these kinds of gifts, but would
require a one-week waiting
period or review by a subcom-
mittee before they could be
approved. The bill passed with
13 votes.
The Senate approved $1,562
for the Maine Baseball club,
but failed to pass a larger
request for the Roller Hockey
team, which
sought $9,275,
half of which
"We still love all the guys the Senatedetermined
were fees that
would other-
wise be paid
for out of cam-
pus recreation-
al funds. After
some discus-
Robert Dana sion, the
Dean of Students Senate tabled
the request for
review by the
E xecutive
B udgetary
in [Sigma Alpha
Epsilon], but we just
don't consider them a
fraternity."
Committee.
Other topics for discussion
by the GSS board included
conversations about progress
on the new Recreational
Center, which Dana noted was
ahead of schedule and under
budget. The recreational center
is slated to open on September
1, 2007.
Derek Mitchell officially
confirmed that the University
of Maine would host
Dashboard Confessional and
Brand New as performing
artists for December, with tick-
ets available in October.
The General Student Senate
swore in three new Senators,
Kyle Corcoran and James C.
Lowell, representing Liberal
Arts & Sciences, as well as
Andrew J Porter, representing
Education and Human
Development.
RUSH WRAP-UP
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UM fundraising best since 2002
By Alisha Tondro
For The Maine Campus
This year's fundraising total
for the University of Maine was
over $18.3 million. The funds
raised this year for the University
of Maine exceed that of past
years. The fiscal year ended
June 30, 2006. The only year that
fundraising totals compare with
this year was 2002, when UMaine
received a valuable patent.
Fundraising for the University
of Maine involves many different
groups. According to Barbara
Beers, Vice President for
Development, the fundraising is
done by: the University of Maine
Alumni and Friends Association,
the 4-H Foundation, The UMaine
Foundation, and the UMaine Pulp
and Paper Foundation. These
foundations all work together to
provide support for academic pro-
grams and various capital proj-
ects.
These capital donations bene-
fit the buildings on campus; this
includes renovations, construc-
tion of new buildings, and
enhancements to these buildings.
Capitol donations, as Beers said,
are "gifts that support bricks and
mortar, buildings, renovations,
and expansions."
Lord Hall is one of the older
buildings that benefited from last
years fundraising: it is the new
home to the UMaine arts depart-
ment.
The money that came from
fundraising projects will also pro-
vide many scholarships to stu-
dents, and funding for research.
The Pulp and Paper
Foundation is a private organiza-
tion that works with companies
TRAILS
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According to Goodson, the
reason the College Park
Communities management
company chose the area on
Park St. near Ushuaia as the
location for the apartment
complex was because of the
overwhelming need for hous-
ing in the Orono area, and the
close proximity to the campus.
At the same time, the area is
abundant with wildlife. "Every
morning when I drive in here,
there are deer outside,"
Goodson said. "It's really a
cool place to be. We warn resi-
dents not to drive too fast on
these roads for the safety of the
deer."
Orchard Trails developers
are enthusiastic about the
atmosphere they have created
for students, and residents say
they are just as excited.
"Coming from the dorms,
this is a great new experience,"
said Michelle Newman, a third
year early childhood develop-
ment major and first-year resi-
dent of Orchard Trails. "I love
living with my friends and
cooking my own food."
"I think its been a pretty
smooth transition, because
Orchard Trails is so close to
campus," said Julia Bean, a
first-year sociology major."It
feels a lot further than it really
is in the morning because the
traffic can be really intense
getting out of Orchard Trails."
Although the heavy traffic
may cause problems, Orchard
Trails has otherwise made a
good overall first impression
with students.
"The feedback from resi-
dents has been good," Goodson
said. "Having over 500 resi-
dents here, we don't have very
many complaints."
and individuals in the paper
industry to aid students interested
in such careers. The foundation
provides $1000 scholarships to
full time students who have
achieved at least a 3.0 grade point
average.
The Alumni Association
fundraising money helps fund
awards such as the Fogler Legacy
Award and the newly established,
Spirit of Maine Achievement
award.
UMaine President Robert
Kennedy also had a part in the
fundraising this year. "He has
done a phenomenal job this year.
He is providing many opportuni-
ties for Maine people," said
Beers. Beers also commented,
"the university is so immersed in
every aspect in the state, that the
entire state benefits from the qual-
ity of the university."
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New phone service to help
relieve parking problems
By Jeremy Parker
For The Maine Campus
With each year bringing increased growth to
the University of Maine's student population,
parking has long been an issue, especially with
commuters. A new phone service run by
UMaine's Parking Services may help to alleviate
some of the stress of finding a free parking
space on campus.
By dialing 581-INFO, or 581-4636, the caller
will be greeted with a recorded message that
informs them which lots have spaces and how
many free spaces each lot currently has. The
message can also give other information; for
example, on Tuesday the line's message includ-
ed information that the Lengyel Lot would be
closed until noon time.
According to Alan D. Stormann, Sr., Police
Major and Assistant Director for Parking and
Transportation, the idea for the line came from
Chief March, and was developed by Major
Stormann.
"No additional monies were allocated for this
A epecial ultraviolet camera make*
it poesible to see the underiying
skin damage done by the sun. And
iicu1 in 5 Americans mill develop
skin cancer in their lifetime.
what better reason to always use
eunecreen. weer protective clothiag
and um) common eons*.
,14,
4, tun
.ee•tos
I' AMERICAN ACADEMY Or DERMATOLOGY 
{t 4 . it, 2 OKRA. 1 owl" aed ere
new service; we just used existing resources to
create it," Major Stormann said. "It's new to
us and developing, I've gotten a few suggestions
already on it, and we've gotten a lot of positive
feedback."
The system works by using information
Parking Services has been gathering for some
years now. Parking Officers inventory the lots
several times each day, counting the number of
free spaces in the lots, as well as taking note of
lots which are full to capacity. The 581-INFO
line is scheduled to be updated between 9 and 11
a.m., and again around 1 p.m. These are times in
which Parking Services has noticed there are the
least amount of available parking spaces.
Working in conjunction with the new phone
line are informational signs, posted at the
entrance to the lots. These signs are being used
to relay additional information, such as lot clos-
ings, and available spaces.
"Customer service is very important to us,"
Major Stormann said, "we're trying to educate
our customers on these new services to make
things better for them."
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He said college so far is "fun,
enjoyable. People are really
nice."
Alexandra Silverman, an
undeclared major in the Honors
college, moved to Maine a few
months ago from Visalia,
California. "It's like my home
now," she says of UMaine.
"There aren't really that many
differences between here and
California, except the weather.
I thought everyone was going
to be playing lacrosse and
rugby." This was not the only
change in Alex's expectations
for college: "I thought I'd be
lonely, but I'm not."
Elana Mugden is a freshman
in the Honors College from
Little Neck, a suburb just 20
minutes outside New York City.
She is double-majoring in the-
ater and new media design and
aspires to make films, prefer-
ably involving dragons. For
Elana, it was not a stretch to
come to Maine because she has
already experienced summers
at Moosehead Lake. However,
that doesn't make her any less
enthusiastic about her decision.
"I really liked the campus," she
says. "Every time I visited
here, the atmosphere felt very
friendly and welcoming. 'We
want you, come to our college.'
Also, I liked the 10 hour differ-
ence between me and my par-
ents."
Diversity in the class of
2010 includes non-traditional
students as well. Rick and
Wiry' Eldridge met and married
in Nantucket before moving to
Maine. Rick is here for a
degree in environmental engi-
neering, and Mary is majoring
in pre-law, but also considering
math. This is their first year at
UMaine after taking courses at
the University of Indiana in
Terre Haute. Rick said they
chose Orono because this uni-
versity recognized them for
resident tuition and was "very
different from Indiana State."
Mary's impression of the cam-
pus is "fresh air and green
trees." And what do they look
forward to most? "We're look-
ing forward to being kids
again," Mary smiled before
exclaiming, "I might even join
a sorority."
Forrest Dantzler has come to
UMaine for two consecutive
years to participate in Future
Teachers Academy and
Operation Breaking
Stereotypes. Both programs
bring students from Maine and
New York together to discuss
common interests, whether it's
a future in the teaching field or
issues of racism and stereotyp-
ing. Forrest came to UMaine
from the Bronx, where he was
part of the black and Hispanic
majority. "I was warned this
college was predominantly
white but that doesn't matter to
me. I am not here because of
race and that's not going to stop
me from what I want to do."
Forrest is majoring in second-
ary education. "I expect college
to give me experience, fun I
will remember. Something that
will change my life for the bet-
ter."
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SLICE AND DICE - Freshmen Abby Smith, Jordyn Rossignol and Amy Brooker dig into a pizza in Cumberland hall.
INCOMING
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sentatives from 45 different
states.
Karen Boucias is the director
of both " the Office of
International Programs and inter-
national undergraduate admis-
sions. She said international stu-
dent recruiting, which this year
has brought students from 47
countries, is a simpler process.
"We do a lot with word of
mouth, because we have found
that out international students are
very happy once they've arrived
here," Boucias said.
According to Boucias, stu-
dents from other countries are
more likely to choose engineer-
ing, the sciences, resource eco-
nomics and international affairs
as majors.
Despite the class's formidable
size, however, Residence Life
director Tara Loomis has report-
ed none of the housing overflow
that has plagued the dorms in
previous years.
Housing assignment coordi-
nator Andy Matthews credited
the lack of overcrowding to close
management and a change in the
cancellation fee.
Every summer, 600-700 stu-
dents cancel their housing reser-
vations after new student orienta-
tion. "Those are students who
decide they're going to go to
another school or move to an
apartment," Matthews said.
Housing often overbooks the
dormitories early to compensate
for cancellations. For the last
several years, there have been
fewer cancellations than neces-
sary to avoid overbooking, and
students not yet assigned to
rooms were forced to live in
alternate housing. This usually
meant dormitory lounges.
"It's better than saying, 'No,
if you're from Wyoming, go
back to Wyoming,' to put some-
body in a lounge for a few days,"
Matthews said. Last year 26.stu-
dents were assigned to live in
dorm lounges at the beginning of
the year.
Auxiliary services moved the
major room cancellation fee
increase back from August to
July this year to avoid the wave
of last-minute cancellations.
"I've just tried to carefully
monitor all summer long, and it
took me a lot of maneuvering,"
said Matthews. "It was like a
game of chess."
Misty Morning on the Stillwater River
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
SCENES FROM SEPTEMBER— French Island appears through the early morning fog on the banks of the Stillwater.
Dashboard to
bring music
back to Alfond
Last week, Student
Entertainment announced that
Dashboard Confessional will
play Alfond Arena in December.
In addition, Rudy Ruettiger,
subject of the movie "Rudy"
will be speaking at Alfond on
Tuesday.
It is high time that the
University returned to hosting
events like these at Alfond. It
provides more space for patrons
and better amenities than other
venues around campus.
But the most important factor
is the atmosphere. Alfond
allows students to enjoy their
favorite entertainers in a more
festive, traditional concert style.
Here's hoping that Student
Entertainment and the
University continue to bring
more artists and other entertain-
ers such as comedians to the
hallowed arena.
Alfond is the best place around
to see a hockey game. Let's make
it one of the best places for enter-
tainment as well.
UM creates
new underage
drinking policy
Residence Life and Programs
passed new regulations to prohibit
the consumption of alcoholic bev-
erages in rooms occupied by
underage students. Now, even stu-
dents of age must refrain from
drinking when they are in the
rooms of underage students.
Furthermore, Public Safety has
hired two new officers in order to
better police the campus commu-
nity and help put a stop to underage
drinking. While we applaud this
effort to curb the problem, we
question whether these efforts will
be fruitful. This week's police
report alone lists a half dozen sum-
monses for underage drinking, and
it goes without saying that for
every student who is caught there
are more who go unnoticed.
Furthermore, Residence Life's
new regulations will be difficult to
enforce. Even with more police on
campus each night, the problem
can only be addressed internally.
Curbing the problem will require
the support and help of the student
body. The University can only do
so much; it's up to the students to be
responsible adults and exercise
caution. If you're underage, don't
drink, and if you are of age, don't
supply minors with alcohol.
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Buddha Boy grabs attention
Many find inspiration in teen's 10-month meditation
This summer brought us some
incredible stories in the news
world: the near-miss terrorist
attack in England, the wrath of
hurricane Ernesto, and, of course,
the mystery beast that was found
in the local town of Turner and
caused an uproar all over the
state. But none of these headline-
grabbing stories could match the
curiosity factor of the Buddha
Boy.
The Buddha Boy, whose name
is Ram Bahadur Bomjon, suppos-
edly sat underneath a tree in
Nepal meditating for 10 months
without food or water. While in
meditation, the 15-year-old boy
was supposedly bitten by a poi-
sonous snake and refused treat-
ment. A feature story was pub-
lished in the June issue of GQ
that focused on the faith that the
boy had inspired as well as the
skepticism surrounding his feat:
The story of the Buddha Boy
seemed to unite people in its
own odd way. Whether or not
people believed the story was
true didn't seem to matter, read-
ers all over the world seemed to
OPINION EDITOR
be rooting for the boy.
People talked about it, joked
about it or came up with poten-
tial theories as to how he accom-
plished his 10-month medita-
tion. The story got people's
The 15-year-old grabbed
people's attention as a
worldwide phenomenon
and became a
religious symbol to
several believers.
attention and didn't cause argu-
ments or unjust political
grudges,. it served to entertain
and provoke thoughtful conver-
sation.
The media are often criticized
for being too negative, and when
one looks at the front page of
most papers it becomes clear
where that criticism comes from.
There is war, suicide bombers,
terrorism, polls and surveys
telling us how poorly things are
going in nearly every facet of
humankind and electric cars are
extinct.
And then out of nowhere a 15-
year-old boy sits underneath a
tree and meditates for 10 months.
People came from miles and
miles to see the teenager medi-
tate, and for many, it solidified
their faith in religion.
But at the end of the day peo-
ple seem to be most interested in
finding out if it is real or not, if
Ram Bahadur Bomjon actually
sat underneath a tree for 10
months without food, water or
medical treatment. Video, photos
and firsthand accounts tell me
that Bomjon's story was not a
hoax, but when I think about it
See Buddha on page 9
New term
is faulty
`Islamofacism'
proves a poor
description
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
If you're anything like me,
you're a huge fan of the English
language. I'd say that I use it
almost daily, sometimes more
than once. But I go one step fur-
ther. I am, in fact, that guy who
corrects your sentences when
your grammar is incoherent.
Like, if someone says, "Man, I
did really good on that test," I'll
usually interrupt them and say,
"well, you did really well on
that test. Well modifies the
degree to which you did on the
test."
This usually prompts an
angry response from them, like
"sit on it" or something of that
nature, but that's mainly
because I hang around with
greasers and hosers from the
'505. I assume it's their way of
saying, "thank you for the help-
ful tip, I'll keep it in mind next
time." And that's usually when
they hit me.
In addition to my lingo lust,
I am also a political addict, lis-
tening to talk radio during the
day and watchiag C-SPAN at
night. Fortunately, the Bush
administration has been keep-
ing us Anglophones on our feet
by using the artful skill of
crafting the English language
to their bidding. Naturally, I
feel compelled to analyze these
new words for their true mean-
ing.
One word that has been
thrown around frequently as of
late is the term
"Islamofascist." It is clear that
the two root words are Islam
and fascism.
The first word, Islam, is a
reference to the religion of the
same name. The faith is based
on a monotheistic culture and
led by the prophet Muhammad,
who preached "there is but one
See Faulty on page 9
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rationally, I question whether it is
physically possible.
It does not matter whether it
was a hoax or not. The 15-year-
old grabbed people's attention as
a worldwide phenomenon and
became a religious symbol to
several believers, many of whom
came from hundreds of miles
away.
What does matter is that this
boy was able to take attention
away from wars and what is
generally considered negative
news and engage readers
worldwide. It says a lot about
the world. Whether we dis-
missed his story as a hoax or
accepted it as truth people
were interested in the boy, they
supported him, and above all
else, they enjoyed reading and
talking about it — not just
locally but around the globe.
That's something that not even
the Turner mystery beast could
do.
Joel Crabtree is a senior jour-
nalism major.
FAULTY
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God. There is only Allah." The
second part, fascism, is a word
meaning a system of gover-
nance based on one dictator
who uses fear and force to
crush opposition parties and
bring in a one-party govern-
ment that controls all aspects of
the state.
At first, this idea seems to be
a fairly apt description of an
enemy organization seeking to
gain control, but part of the def-
inition of fascism also includes
a stringent and strict code of
controlling the economy and
merging it with corporate inter-
ests, making the national gov-
ernment a state business.
As far as I can tell, funda-
mentalist extremists in Islam,
such as Osama bin Laden and
his ilk, have made no reference
to forming a government in
which business and federal
interests are one and the same.
Therefore, a word like
"Islamofascism" could repre-
sent the viewpoints of a few
ultraconservative Muslims, but
none we've encountered thus
far.
In fact, the word
"Islamofascism" is more of an
homage to the traditional mean-
ing, that of the Italian and
German fascist governments of
years gone by. Now those were
THEktisf5M
fascists! And who wouldn't be
up for an all-out, no-holds-
barred, kiss-your-gay-lover-
goodbye-because-wiretaps-
start-tonight-and-our-new-poli-
cy-on-that-kind-of-thing-is-
pretty-rough, battle royale
against something truly evil?
Fighting the Nazis again
would almost be worth giving
up our personal liberties and
civil rights, but no. Instead, we
have to fight disenfranchised
Islamic youth, indignant after
the effects of American imperi-
alism.
Boy, do I miss the good old
days. So to call this new
enemy a "fascist" is like say-
ing "definitive evil."
It becomes pretty hard to say
we shouldn't fight fascism with
a straight face. In fact, if you're
reading this out loud, you
might have choked a little on
that last sentence. My apolo-
gies.
So in closing, watch the
words that you use. As you'll
learn in English, there are
some words, "loaded words" if
you will, that can be used to
insinuate meaning when it
may be appropriate. And this
time, the usage was quite inap-
propriate. Not a praising-
Italian-fascism-and-Nazism-
to-end-an-article kind of inap-
propriate, but inappropriate
nonetheless.
Seamus McGrath is a
fourth-year political science
major.
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Love us? Hate us?
Write us.
Facebook gets an unpopular facelift
Students in an uproar over Web site's new structure
Today, the World Wide Web not
only presents data from around the
globe, but also networks students
from universities and high schools.
Facebook, -created by Mark
Zuckerberg, makes new friends,
reunites old buddies and keeps stu-
dents in touch with classmates who
were foolish enough to go anywhere
except chilly UMaine. Yes, the
happy family of Facebook users has
created their own online utopia of
holding hands, inside jokes and sex-
ual innuendos.
But this past week, trouble
hacked its way into paradise with
Zuckerberg's launch of "News
Feed" and "Mini-Feed." News Feed
displays your friends' actions that
occurred in or around your network.
Mini-Feed displays a user's recent
activities on their profile.
Zuckerberg meant to make
Facebook more convenient, collect-
ing any news and delivering it all to
one place. Contrary to his intentions,
facebook users were outraged.
When News Feed and Mini-Feed
were added, proper privacy controls
weren't installed with them. Users
had no control as to what activities
would be broadcasted to all. The
issue became people's discomfort
with having their profiles
announced, creating a creepy Big
Brother feeling. Suddenly protest
groups formed and the masses
joined groups such as "against the
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
new stalker Facebook design" and
"all who HATE the new Facebook
setup." There's even a "Boycott
NEW FACEBOOK" group, but if
someone could explain how joining
a group to boycott the organization
it's a part of is logical, fill me in,
please.
As a matter of fact, who are
these people to complain? Firstly,
Facebook is a free service and it is
not obligated to cater to your
needs. Secondly, your needs have
no basis if you willingly put your
personal information out there in
the first place. If you have granted
people information like this, why
is there a problem in the timeliness
that they receive it? If they are
your confirmed friend, chances are
they are going to come across
your profile and see the changes
you have made. News Feed just
brings them there sooner. And
why would you change your pro-
file if you did not want people to
see the changes? I am not against
Facebook and I am not preaching
to you to join or leave it. I am say-
ing that you do not have muc of a
soapbox to stand on.
But alas, Zuckerberg heeded
your complaints. He posted an open
letter on everyone's account, dish-
ing out apologies to one and all.
Privacy controls were corrected,
and rallyers were commended for
their gumption. Zuckerberg
explained that his goal was "to help
people understand what was going
on in their world a little better ... to
create an environment where people
could share whatever information
they wanted, but also have control
over whom they shared that infor-
mation with." He has managed to
pacify the masses and achieve his
goal of friendly Internet network-
ing. Recently, Zuckerberg initiated a
group called Free Flow of
Information on the Internet, and
considers it to be what guides the
makers of Facebook. Its general
idea is the allowance of publishing
information so that people can
harmlessly check out somebody's
background or look up a long lost
classmate.
Facebook is sure to take on new
additions and renovations in order to
keep up with the rest of the world.
Zuckerberg can only hope that peo-
ple are a little more open minded and
that next time tiny details such as
privacy aren't left out
Mindy Hart is a first-year jour-
nalism major.
Irwin's death raises videotape question
Should footage of Croc Hunter's last moments be aired?
Australian wildlife enthusiast
and adventurer Steve Irwin died
last week as a result of a fatal
stingray-inflicted wound. It is
rare that a person is killed in this
way — Irwin's death is only the
18th case of death by stingray
recorded in history.
His family and millions of
fans all over the world are
mourning his sudden and shock-
ing death. Cameramen and others
associated with the show con-
firmed for police that Irwin's
death was an accident.
Irwin was harpooned in the
chest by a large stingray while
filming a documentary with
Philippe Cousteau, grandson of
the legendary oceanographer
Jacques Cousteau.
The documentary was titled,
somewhat ironically, "The
Ocean's Deadliest." Filming
stingrays was not the purpose of
Monday's shoot; Irwin and his
crew were filming shots of the
coral at Batt Reef, a part of the
Great Barrier Reef. Irwin came
upon the stingray and set off its
defensive tail-whipping reflex,
causing it to spear him in the
chest with its large and poisonous
tail barb.
Irwin didn't see the stingray,
according to his manager and
close friend John Stainton,
because it was resting at the bot-
tom of the ocean and was covered
in sand.
Because they were filming at
the time, Irwin's death was
caught on tape. Stainton viewed
the tape and affirmed what had
happened for the police. The
JESSICA
CERQUEIRA
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
actual videotape is now in police
custody for the coroner's inquest.
The issue has arisen as to
whether or not the tape should be
made available to the public.
Whatever the outcome,
it's clear that Steve Irwin
is a man who will be
sorely missed.
"It should be
destroyed... when [it] is finally
released, it will never see the
light of day — ever." Stainton
said of the tape. Many of Irwin's
fans agree with Stainton, while
others believe that the tape
should be given exclusively to
Irwin's family to do with it what
they will.
However, in a 2002 interview
with the Associated Press Radio,
Irwin said if his death was cap-
tured on tape, that it should be
shown.
"If I'm going to die, I at least
want it filmed..." Irwin said in the
interview.
Also, 2iven the rare form of
his death, there are those who
believe copies of the tape should
be given to the medical and sci-
entific communities for further
study.
Irwin's family and friends
expressed strong feelings against
the tape being aired and
Australian authorities seem to
agree with them. There are those
in the general public who'd like
to see it, and Irwin himself
voiced that he wished it to be
available. Hence the debate.
Should it be shown or not?
One might say anyone who
wished to watch another human
being die a gruesome death has
issues of their own, although
there is a natural curiosity about
such things. Perhaps watching his
death would give millions of his
fans closure about the abrupt way
his life and career ended. The
whole reason the sordid incident
was caught on tape was because
it was for a documentary, to
inform people.
Whatever the outcome, it's
clear that Steve Irwin is a man
who will be sorely missed. He's
done so much for the zoological,
scientific and conservationist
world. Several funds dedicated to
conserving wildlife and their
habitats have been founded in his
name.
A memorial is set to be built at
his family zoo in Australia. It
seems his life was taken away too
soon, but we will remember him.
whether or not we see his final
moments.
Jessica Cerquiera is a first-
year student.
MUSIC
Dropkick Murphys
w/ The Welch Boys and Clit 45
8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 15
Ushuaia, Orono
$25.00 - SOLD OUT
Liza Minnelli
7 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 16
Maine Center for the Arts
$45-$80
Free for UMaine students with
advance tickets
ENTERTAINMENT
Damian the Hypnotist
9 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 15
Hauck Auditorium
$3
Magician Nate Staniforth
8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 16
Hauck Auditorium
$3
Karaoke
9 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 16
The Bear's Den
ART
Without Borders 3:
re:build/re:work/re:place
Thursday, Sept. 14
Through Sept. 22
Lord Hall
Opening Reception
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
A Matter of Perspective
2006: Exhibition by Artists
with Disabilities
Sept. 15 through Nov. 16
Opening Reception
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Hauck Auditorium Lobby
MOVIES
"The Break Up"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 15
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
Free
BARS
WMEB DJ Spinning Event
Sunday, Sept. 17
Soma 36
9 p.m.
If you would like your event
posted on the go! calendar,
please contact Pattie Barry on
FirstClass.
The Click Five concert
review. Page 17
Bringing
the Boston-
Irish spirit
to Orono.
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Glitz, Glamour,
Gala!
Maine Center for the Arts to
commence 20th season with
vocal phenomenon Liza Minnelli
COMPLIMENTARY
STUDENT TICKETS
Each semester, UMaine students
are granted two complimentary
tickets to MCA season events. To
gain your free tickets, call the box
office at 581-1755. Student rush
tickets are available on the day of
the show for $5. The MCA season
calendar is available on the Web:
www.mainecenterforthearts.com
By Sophia Tam
For The Maine Campus
and Pattie Barry
Style Editor
Actress and vocalist Liza Minnelli may be best known for her
Academy Award-winning film roles, her Tony Award-winning
musical theater performances or her gold-selling records, but on
Saturday night you will have the chance to experience her concert
performance personally at the Maine Center for the Arts 2006-
2007 season opening gala.
Following in the footsteps of her parents, Liza Mirmelli is no
stranger to the film industry. A strong actress and vocalist, she is
most famous for her roles in "Cabaret" in 1972, and "New York,
New York" in 1977.
"It is a rare opportunity to find a performer of her stature," said
Adele Adkins, associate director for the MCA. "I jumped at the
opportunity when I heard that 1Minnelli] was accepting dates."
Every year the MCA holds an opening gala before the start of
its performance season, though this year differs from previous in
that it marks the 20th anniversary of the venue. Adkins said that
she felt Minnelli was an appropriate choice to open for such a sig-
nificant milestone.
"The anniversary is the reason why we paid for a performer
like her," she said. In years past, performers such as Bill Cosby,
Tony Bennett, Art Garfunkel and Mandy Patinlcin have performed
at the gala. Adkins said that, like many stars with such celebrity,
Minnelli was both difficult and expensive to book, but well worth
the cost.
Liza Minnelli was born on March 12, 1946 in Los Angeles,
California. She made her film debut in the movie "In the Good
Old Summertime," when she was 14 years old. Her star parents,
entertainer Judy Garland and film director Vincent Minnelli,
have been an influence on her career, both in film production
and stage performance. Her other musicals include "Carnival,"
"The Pajama Game," "Best Foot Forward," "Flora" and
"The Rink."
Minnelli has made substantial contributions in
the field of film production and stage perform-
ance, and she continues to make waves. Just this
year, at the age of 60, Minnelli was invited to sing
for the Macy's Fourth of July Fireworks
Spectacular at the Waterside Plaza in New York
City.
A 15
-piece orchestra will accompany
Minnelli on Saturday evening as she performs
such hits as "New York, New York" and "City
Nights." The UMaine community will have
a chance to see Mirmelli at the opening gala,
which is at 7 p.m. Saturday, Sept 16 at the
Hutchins Concert Hall in the MCA. The
event is free for UMaine students, and the full
price tickets range from $45 to $80. if students
do not wish to use one of their two complimentary
tickets per semester on this event, $5 rush tickets will be
available before the performance. For more infor-
mation, please call the MCA box office at
581-1755.
CAMPUS ILLUSTRATION BY ALANA BROWN
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News Feed
of your friends have joined If 100,000 people join
this group my gritvierid wtii wash my car.
) You are now friends with Oustavr,. Burkett.
(-) Bill Porneaeau has added new photos
What really goes on at Student Senate meetings
287 Photos
by Bill Porneileau
(Angela Murphy has joined the group Si,
killer" by an allecledly fatal stirtrf ray, but we know
' You have been poked by
wrote on 's wall.
i miss u so much girl! cant
wait till fall break when we are
reunited at home! x6xo
is now married.
is being creeped out by MaineSpace.
has added new photos.
Friday night at 46 Park St
7 Photos
by Dave Taylor
()Ryan Lem..:, is in an open relationship.
Ryan Lewis is single. 07a m
C) The enchanting sea otter wrote on your wall.
Just got back from London,
found it splendid. We need to
do lunch, something by the
sea.
See Wall-to-Wali
,..„
O Grandma Magies, Brian Stevens, and Anita Base ine
have joined the group The second biggest facebook
group. 9:34a
The enchanting
sea otter
0 Ryan Lewis left the group have a notebook where I
keep track of everything you do on MaineSpace. 8:47a.m,
47 Friends Requests
11 Group invations
34 Friend detail confirmations
13 New Photo Tags
At the dining Hall
... Sick of campus
food already! You
ROCKS! can find me in
the Union after 6
p.m.
Updated just a
moment ago.
September 14th Birthdays
September 21st Birthdays
October 9th Birthdays
about biog developers jobs terms privacy advertise
a Maine Campus production
MaineSpace (c) 2006
Message from Thomas Gruzca
Sep 11, 2006 at 6:34 am
rom: Thomas Gruzc,
ubject: Advice for the Freshman class
Message: I would say make sure that you get involved. It's one thing
to show up for class and do well on exams, but to really get the most
out of your college years, you should get involved with at least one
organization on campus. There are enough of them where you can
easily find one that will cater to your interests.
Close Reply Delete
Message from Nathaniel Saint Cyr
Sep 15, 2006 at 10:30 am
rom: Nathaniel Saint Cyr
ubject: Advice for the Freshman class
Message: It is essential for new students to cultivate an open and
familiar relationship with their academic advisers. Though many first-
years often seek advice, even more do not and become lost while
losing focus. Advisers are mentors and can be friends. If you have
not met with your adviser, initiate contact and schedule to meet.
Close Reply Delete
edit
Search
My Profile
My Friends
My Photos
My Notes
My Groups
My Events
My Messages
My Account
My Privacy
Cliche
Posters
mainespace
You're Not In High Sch
Information
Liroup info
Name: You're Not In High School Any
Type: Student Groups— Social Groi
Description: You worked hard and you mad
will you make it past fall break'
!IMPORTANT NEWS - At a meeting led
leaders and prominent UMaine staff, fresl
advice about the upcoming year. Here an
dom that came from the session:
Michel Leveille of the UMaine Hockey tee
1.) Go to classes they are only 50 to 70 r
2) Don't get behind with the reading and I
sure you take a weekend or a day to catc
3.)Read the syllabus carefully and if you'r
something email your teacher.
4.)Don't be afraid to ask questions, teach
help you and they want to help you more
works both ways, do your assignments at
your work and will want to help you.
Professor Jim Roscoe of the Anthropolog
DON'T skip classes! I know it sounds can
tor is so boring you want to stick a fork ifl
head. But, believe me skipping classes is
to academic probation and getting your bl
here. That said, do also have some fun.
Discussion Board
I Where in the world is the Maples??? 3 rePli
Posed by Jack Baur
I hate using my Maine Card! 2 replies
Posted by Amy Zimmerman
Does anyone know where the York Comnlor
Posted by Meagan Murphy
Mei11'00(3
114741110.
Jamestown
Donovan
The Wall
Frankie
Parker
Annie
Walter
Hey Gang,
After a stressfull first two weeks, I think we
survived. Can you believe it? Although I s0r1
days of wearing my super sweet varsity Oa
with Lauren back in high school, I think I c°(
college thing. Heck yesterday, I got invited ti
Monday party night. A monday night partY9
got the kid across the hall to buy me a pack
see you all there.
— Dennis Desmond
boo! Anymore 2010...
I Anymore 2010...
Groups
I made it this far — but
Ireak?
led by various student
freshmen were given
'e are some bits of wis-
y team said :
70 minutes.
and if it happens, make
catch up.
you're not sure of
eachers are there to
nore than you think. It
its and they will notice
rology Department said:
5 corny and the instruc-
)rk In the side of your
es iS the slippery slope
)ur butt bounced out of
.ufl.
replies
nrrion bathrooms are?
Richard
Sterling
k we can actually say we
I sort of still miss those
jacket and making out
I could get use to this
ted to something called a
rtY? Im pumped. I already
pack of Zimas. Hope to
Join Group
Report Group
tried to ford the river and my
oxen diedIIIIIIII(Maine Chapter)
Family Guy Appreciation Club
Just for Fun — MaineSpace classics
argest MaineSpace Group Ever
I know Gus Burkett
Just For Fun— Fan Clubs
Biggest class at UMaine ever
I went to public school 
(Maine Chapter).
Message from David Townsend
Sep 12, 2006 at 5:25 am
From: David Townsend
To: Class ot 2010
Subject: Advice for the Freshman class
Message: "Don't work." Borrow money, or, better yet, get your parents
to give you however much you might earn by taking a part-time job. For
one thing, you're going to have to work the rest of your life; this year,
your first year in college, may be the only time you can justify not work-
ing. Instead of taking on a part-time job, convert those hours into study
time, and get into the flow of college with a comfortable GPA; think
about getting a job next year.
Close Reply Delete
Message from Matthew Conyers
Sep 15, 2006 at 11:15 am
From:
To:
Subject:
Matthew Conyers
Class of 2010
Advice for the Freshman class
Message: If you can take only one piece of advice about being a fresh-
man and one piece alone, I promise you it should be this little tidbit:
Wear sandals in the shower. I don't care which dorm you live in fresh-
man year. Ever single one of them is the same, at least when it comes
to shower floors. Special warning to those in Oxford. Just do yourself
the favor. Ok? The last thing you want do is to step in Jamal's leftovers.
Whatever they may be. And oh yeah, go to Dick's for a haircut.
Close Reply Delete
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Welcome, Class of 2010!
home search browse invite
from President Kennedy
Sep 8, 2006 at 1:10 p.m.
From: President Kennedy
To: Class of 2010
Subject: Advice for the Freshman class
Message: Get to know your professors. Many UMaine faculty mem-
bers are, literally, international leaders in their field of study. Moreover,
they are here to help UMaine students learn and grow. Approachable,
responsive faculty members are truly one of the reasons that UMaine is
an exceptional university. It is also the most often-cited aspect of
attending UMaine that I hear from our students when I talk to them as
they are about to graduate.
Close Reply Delete
Sep 9,2006 at 11:58 p.m.
From:
To:
Subject: Advice for the Freshman class
Message: Please do not drink and drive and always designate a
driver. Over the coming semester, Public Safety will be performing peri-
odic safety checkpoints to ensure the safety of all. Drive carefully and
stay safe.
Close Reply Delete
Sep 10, 2006 at 9:25 am
From:
To:
Subject Advice for the Freshman class
Message: Get involved in at least one student organization. Don't miss
out on any of the campus events. Be proud to be at the University of
Maine, you will see many of your friends that went to other schools
coming back to UMaine wishing they had never gone away, they will be
envious of what you have experienced! Don't let any opportunity pass
you by because graduation will be here before you know it! Meet a lot
of people, make many friends, and have fun with everything you do!
Close Reply Delete
"Wild Cowboy" Whealen
Sep 13, 2006 at 3:47 am
From: Robert "wild Cowboy' Whedi;,t.
To: of 2010
Subject: Advice for the Freshman class
Message: The transition from high school to college can be adifficult
one. Students are learning survival skills: where and what to eat; where
to do laundry; where to go for medical care; what to do about a room-
mate problem. The University has many resources to help negotiatie
the issues that face most first-year students. My best advice is to get to
know the offices and people on campus who can help you make a suc-
cessful transition to college life.
Close Reply Delete
Sep 14. 2006 at 9:25 am
From:
To:
Subject:
Robert Q. Dana
,f 2010
Advice for the Freshman class
Message: Practice moderation in all things. Work hard, but get
involved with campus activites so you can have some fun, too. Sit up
front and get to know your professors. Call the connections office if you
need any support or if you don't know where to start. If you need any-
thing, just ask. Call us at Student Affairs, ask your RA, chat with a
friend, but remember this is your community and you never need to
roam alone! Laugh a lot and enjoy the ride. This is one experience you
want to live fully so eat a little bit of every part of this buffet we call
college. Close Repl Delete
with
the
Fishes!
with
David Townsend
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Bands that
can age like
fine wine
By Jesse Davis
1996 saw the release of several
great albums from industrial to
pop/rock, and yet, it seems that the
music industry has pushed many of
these nineties giants aside in favor of
flashier, younger groups. Some
have remained visible while others
have seemingly disappeared. It is
with this in mind that we check in on
bands that are having ten-year
anniversaries for some of the most
influential albums in rock music.
One of the most easily recogniz-
able—and by far the most produc-
tive—is Marilyn Manson, whose
blockbuster "Antichrist Superstar"
received more press attention than
any other album that year. Manson
is currently involved in two movies:
"The Heart is Deceitful Above All
Things," in which he plays a charac-
ter named Jackson, and
"Phantasmagoria: The Visions of
Lewis Carroll," in which he plays
Lewis Carroll.
"Phantasmagoria" is a series of
four short films he is directing, writ-
ing, producing, and recording the
music for, and will be released as a
new Marilyn Manson album accom-
panied by several unreleased tracks.
Along with the help of such
greats as artist Gottfried Heinlein, he
is continuing to build momentum
for the Celebritarian movement, an
art movement whose slogan brags:
"We will sell our shadows to those
who stand within them." Also in the
works for Manson are a cartoon
series, a fragrance line, and an addi-
tional full-length album of new
material to be released after the
music for "Phantasmagoria."
For progression in a different
direction, we move to Tool. In 1996
they released "/Enima," widely con-
sidered their greatest album to date.
For them, however, it seems life is
beginning to wind down. Their cur-
rent album, "10,000 Days," while
strong, is a short album, as only
seven of the 11 tracks qualify as
stand-alone songs. Many fans com-
plained that there was too much
filler, though singles from the album
seem to be doing quite well. Nay-
sayers will more than likely get their
way soon, however, since vocal-
ist,Maynard James Keenan has
mentioned in recent interviews that
a breakup will most likely occur
"sooner rather than later."
The Cure has been labeled as an
`80s band, even though some of their
best work came out during the
nineties, and their first album came out
in 1979. For them, 1996 was marked
by the album "Wild Mood Swings."
The band went through quite a shake-
up last year when vocalist-singer-
songwriter Robert Smith fired key-
boardist Roger O'Donnell and key-
boardist-guitarist-bassist Perry
Bamonte . They are working on a new
album with the current four members
that should come out sometime late
this year or early next year
Finally, for you underground
See MUSIC on Page 16
Art program forges bonds, blends media
By Pattie Barry
Style Editor
While some artists aspire to be
on the cutting edge of art, others
use their art to question it.
The show "w/03 without bor-
ders re: build / re: work / re: place"
is the third exhibit of its kind from
the "intermedial" arts MFA pro-
gram in development at the art and
new media departments at the
University of Maine. The program
has been developed from the new
media and art programs to include
the study of many forms of artistic
mediums. More notably, the pro-
gram has developed as a collabora-
tion between UMaine and the
French university Ecole Nationale
Superieure d'Arts de Cergy-
Pontoise, located in Paris.
"We're trying to
develop this program
where our students travel
back and forth between
the two schools," explained Owen
Smith, the director of the new
media program and professor of art
at UMaine. "Part of that exchange
is to do a yearly exhibit that
involves the collaborating schools."
ART
SHOW
The program has drawn stu-
dents from Cergy, UMaine, and
the Savannah College of Art and
Design. Their work comprises the
exhibit, which opened, on Aug. 18
and will be showing through
Friday, Sept. 22 in the
Art Gallery in Lord
Hall. Some of the stu-
dents with artwork in
the exhibition are just entering the
program, while others are finish-
ing up.
This year's show differs from
the two previous years in that it
is more focused on "gallery-
placed" presentations, Smith
said. The exhibition held in the
first year of the program took
place on Ayers Island, and was
"more of a festival," with atten-
dees from France, Maine and
Canada. Last year the exhibit
took place at the second and
third floors of the former Freeses
Department Store in downtown
Bangor. This year's event in
Lord Hall will have more
emphasis on interactive new
media and less on performance,
with more examples of work that
See MEDIA on Page 16
Students enjoy a wild ride at Late Night
By Nicole Carrano
Style Writer
CAMPUS PHOTO BY BRIDGETTE HOLMES
RIDE 'EM COWBOY— Seth Enos of Delta Tau Delta hangs on for dear life to a mechanical
bull at Late Night in the Union on Saturday.
The Campus Activities Board
ended the first week of the semes-
ter last Saturday with their popu-
lar Late Night In The Union.
Despite the poor weather, the
event had a large turn out.
An ice cream sundae station
proved to be the most popular first
stop. Live music added to the
already festive atmosphere. A
chocolate fountain along with dip-
ping ingredients was also avail-
able for students' use. Further into
Memorial Union, students were
entertained by mechanical bull
rides, electric cars, spin-art fris-
bees and sand-art candy. Some of
the evening's other popular activi-
ties included students having
their picture made into a puzzle,
as well as receiving a comedic
portrait of themselves done by
two caricature artists.
"New to Late Night In The
Union this year was the surfer
challenge," said Joe Mollo, direc-
See CAB on Page 16
Alternarock Guster to
play UM in November
By Jesse Priest
For The Maine Campus
If you're in college, chances are
you've heard of the alternative rock
band Guster, which has been grow-
ing in popularity on campuses
nationwide since their formation in
1991. Whether you haven't heard
them or you're part of their devoted
cult following,
you'll have a chance
to see them at the
Maine Center for
the Arts on Nov. 16.
Sponsored by
Student Entertainment, tickets for
the show will go on sale for students
on Monday, Oct. 2 for $14, with
tickets for non-students being on
sale beginning Oct. 11 for $22. If
you're willing to pay the non-stu-
dent price and need a ticket early,
you can buy them online at the
Student Entertainment Web site,
www.umainetix.c,om, starting Oct.
year, however, we were able to
secure a great date during their fall
tour."
This won't be Guster's first trip
to Maine, though in the past ticket
prices have been nearly double
what students will pay this time.
The discounted price is because of
the university's student activity
fee, which was raised this year to
$45 a student.
"We're kind of
thanking the stu-
dents for paying the
activity fee," says
Mitchell. "It raises
our budget, and allows us to get
more popular bands like Guster to
come. It's mutually beneficial."
Guster is known for their catchy
melodies and a style that blends
alternative rock and pop, along with
their signature percussionist Brian
Rosenworcel who will often play
live shows using only his bare
hands. Live shows are also noted for
their acoustic sound and distinct
vocal harmonies.
Their show at the MCA will
mark the finale of their nationwide
fall tour, and it is not yet certain who
will open for them.
Student Entertainment is also
sponsoring a Dashboard Confessional
show on Dec. 4 at the Alfond Arena
No ticket information is available at
this time.
7 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 16
MCA
9.
"A lot of students have requested
Ouster," says Derek Mitchell, VP
for Student Entertainment, "but
until now, it's either been an issue
with time or money." According to
Mitchell, it's difficult getting bands
like Guster to come as their "popu-
larity increases their cost," as well
as higher demands for the band to
perform across the nation. "This
WMEB out on the town
Station to have live broadcast from Soma36 on Sunday
By Erin McNamara
Staff Reporter
WMEB plans on turning
Orono into the next innovative
hub for new music.
Every Sunday night, the sta-
tion plans on taking its music
out into the community, spin-
ning live at the bars around
Orono. This past Sunday was
its first foray into the town,
with three station DJs
spinning from 9 p.m. to
midnight at Soma.
Patrick Anderson, pro-
motions director for the
station, said the idea for
live spinning events comes
from the concept of expanding
the musical culture of an area.
"As a station, we're trying
to bring things out of the sta-
tion bubble and into the com-
munity," he said Sunday night.
"All the establishments do a
really good job, but we need to
mix it up."
The night started slow this
past weekend, but picked up
around 10:30 p.m., swelling to
about 30 people. The crowd
size needs to increase in order
for the station to keep their
spot and to be able to negotiate
with other area venues. The
station encourages people to
come out, not just to support
their college radio station, but
to expand their own horizons
and hear new music.
For those of you who have
never been to a show with DJs
playing their own music live, it
is an entirely different experi-
ence from a live band or club
environment. The music moved
from hip-hop mixes and techno
to reggae as the night wore on,
with each DJ spinning his own
personal style.
The atmosphere was
very relaxed, with peo-
ple wandering in and
out of the lounge area,
smoking on the deck
and talking while the
DJs kept up a solid wall of chill
background music. Some of the
crowd eventually got into the
music, and began dancing out
on the floor.
The station has Soma
reserved for one more night,
this coming Sunday, Sept. 17.
at 9 p.m. WMEB hopes to con-
tinue to hold these events, and
would also expand them by
bringing in new live bands that
don't normally play in this
area.
College community mem-
bers are encouraged to attend
this week's to show support
and "make it happen," accord-
ing to Anderson.
"Come out and make it
vibrant," he said.
WMEB
SPOT
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Dropkick Murphys to
visit Ushuaia Friday
By Tony Reaves
News Editor
If you haven't bought tickets for
tomorrow's Dropkick Murphys
show, don't bother trying. Ushuaia
has sold enough tickets to fill the
club to its 450— person capacity.
Boston's Dropkick Murphys
have mixed punk rock with Irish
folk since forming in 1996. In that
time, they've built a huge fan base
through their relentless touring
while their five studio albums have
garnered critical acclaim. The band
has been among headliners at two
Warped tours and their music has
been featured on several movie
soundtracks, including that of
Martin Scorcese's latest film, "The
Departed."
Like the Pogues before them, the
Dropkick Murphys bring traditional
instruments like bagpipes, accor-
dions.-niandolins and tin whistles
onstage and play them over often
vicious punk rock. Unlike the
Pogues, the Dropkick Murphys'
sound evokes the city of Boston
perhaps more than any other band.
Their Irish influence reflects
Boston's proud Irish heritage even
more than with Ireland herself.
What one might not have expect-
ed was a band of the Murphys' cal-
iber coming to Orono. In a town sev-
eral hours into Maine, even our large
student population is rarely enough
to draw significant acts to the uni-
versity. However, Ushuaia owner
Alex Gray has a simple explanation
for why the Murphys are up here:
"Because it's Ushuaia."
"It's a facility that's brought a
huge caliber of shows," Gray said.
"It's brought in a huge caliber of
energy."
That may sound cocky, but to
Gray's credit the club has a history
of attracting musical acts few
expected to see in this comer of the
country. From underground rapper
Talib Kweli, to shock metal act
Gwar, to rising punk stars Against
Me, Gray has an eye for the kind of
performers that University of Maine
students can get excited to see.
Gray admitted that the recent
closing of the State Theater in
Portland has helped him divert qual-
ity acts to Orono. The Dropkick
Murphys' stop comes the night
before a Saturday show in Halifax,
Nova Scotia.
"They wanted to play in Maine,"
Gray said, and given the distance
between Orono and Halifax,
Ushuaia seemed like the best fit.
Compared to their upcoming
Canadian tour of conference cen-
ters and huge theaters, tomorrow's
show will be an intimate affair.
Gray said he'd heard complaints
about the $25 ticket price for the
Murphys' show, but countered,
"Where else are you going to see
the Dropkick Murphys in a 450-
capacity room, where they'll liter-
ally be sweating on you and spit-
ting on you and you can reach out
and touch them?"
Anyone without tickets and
looking to get spat on by the
Dropkick Murphys is out of luck.
Not even $25 tickets could keep this
show from selling out.
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The Click Five starts semester
UMaine's own Renaissance opens for Boston power-pop quintet
By Zach Dionne
Copy Editor
Last Thursday, The Click Five
brought their brand of power pop/
rock to the Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission was free for stu-
dents, and while the event was far
from a capacity crowd, the first
floor was nearly half full, making
for a decent-sized audience.
The University of Maine's pre-
mier female a capella group,
Renaissance, opened for the band.
They sounded great, and were
clearly enjoying themselves
onstage. Their selection drew
mostly from the more serious side
of their catalog, but their set
wrapped up with a couple of fun
ones, including Britney Spears'
"Oops I Did It Again" and Tracy
Chapman's "Give Me One
Reason." The performance gave
students plenty to look forward to
from Renaissance in the rest of the
semester.
After a tremendously long
break between acts, The Click
Five took the stage, five young
men, all under the age of 23, clad
in full suits. Several diehard fans
went nuts, but the majority of the
MCA remained seated for the first
song. When the band kicked into
their first well-known hit, "Just
The Girl," the entire crowd rose
to their feet and many sang along.
The Click Five, who hail from
Boston and have a guitarist who
attended Berklee College of Music,
were an impressive group to land
for the NICA's first show of the
semester. The crowd was enthusi-
astic and seemed to enjoy them-
selves.
Highlights of the night included
the extensive jam break in "Say
Goodnight," solos by each member
during the cover of the 60s hit "I
Think We're Alone Now," and the
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS
LOOKING SHARP — The Click Five lead guitarist and vocal-
ist Eric Dill caters to the crowd
keyboardist strapping on a keytar
for their final number. He proceed-
ed to integrate the famous riff from
the Van Halen hit "Jump" into their
hit song, "Catch Your Wave,"
which was one of the biggest sur-
prises of the show.
The Click Five's set lasted over
an hour as the band continually fed
off the responsive Orono crowd.
at last Thursday's MCA show.
The group was extremely ener-
getic, particularly frontman Eric
Dill and keyboardist Ben Romans.
They danced, jumped, smiled, and
harmonized their way through
nearly a dozen poppy tunes. For
fans of rock and pop music, The
Click Five was an entertaining wel-
come party to a new semester at
UMaine.
MEDIA
From Page 15
cross over into printmaking and
net art.
"I think that it's a little more
refined and focused," Smith said.
"Even though there is a variety of
work, I think the work more clear-
ly shows the kind of artistic and
new media production that we are
aiming to develop at the
University of Maine."
As the artists attempt to tran-
scend digital and traditional arts
in their work, they also challenge
their audiences to think about the
boundaries of culture, nationality
and language. One piece by
UMaine student Tyler McPhee
began as a visit to the Louvre
while he was studying in France,
where he went to see the Mona
Lisa. There he noticed that the
French curators of the museum
had changed the spelling of
Leonardo da Vinci's name to "de
Vinci," which is the French varia-
tion. He took a permanent marker
and scrawled the correct spelling
on a T-shirt and had his picture
taken in front of the painting. The
photograph, along with others, is
part of Tyler's work in the exhib-
it. The work is both a perform-
ance piece and a photograph,
which is one example of the kinds
of barriers that this program
attempts to challenge, Smith said.
While there have been some
smaller shows at Cergy, it was
an agreement between the
schools that UMaine would take
a leading role in organizing art
shows at its campus. The cura-
tors of the Without Borders
exhibit will hold its opening
reception at 5 p.m. in Lord Hall.
Refreshments will be served and
there will be a live performance
from the experimental electroni-
ca duo Ascona.
Music
From Page 15
industrial fans, we arrive at
Skinny Puppy. This crazed duo,
Nivek Ogre and Cevin Key, has
been responsible for inspiring
some of the greatest
industrial/rock crossovers to
date. Trent Reznor of Nine Inch
Nails has even admitted to rip-
ping off their track "Dig It" for
his "Down in It," the song that
convinced record executives to
sign him. Skinny Puppy was
ostracized for their anti-Bush
sentiments on tour for 2004's
"The Greater Wrong of the
Right." Recently, Key has stated
that they are working on a new
album.
Ten years can be death for
some acts, deliverance for oth-
ers. For these facets of rock,
however, only time will tell.
CAB
From Page 15
tor of campus activities and
events. The surfer challenge,
drawing a large crowd in the
lower level of the Union, was an
inflatable ride where participants
could "ride the waves" while try-
ing to stay on the moving surf
board.
Greek Life was there to pro-
mote themselves throughout the
event. Chi Omega, Phi Mu and
Gamma Sigma Sigma handed out
information to any interested stu-
dents, trying to recruit new faces
for rush season.
Late Night In The Union hap-
pens twice each semester, and this
is the fourth year CAB is hosting
this event. The next event will be
Oct. 28, which will be celebrated
with a Halloween theme.
According to Mollo, there is a
conference in November to dis-
cuss more activities that may be
available to students on "late
nights" in the future. Any students
interested in joining the student
committee that helps in creating
Late Night can visit the CAB
office, which is in Memorial
Union in Room 227. Students are
more than welcome to bring their
creative outlook to the table to
improve this event for their peers.
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Horoscopes
Aquarius Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Things should go well for you at
the beginning of this semester.
Friends, schoolwork, parties- it
seems you can do no wrong.
But then you will, and that will
suck. So live it up while you
can, cupcake!
Pisces Feb 19 to March 20
You're very paranoid lately. And
hungry. Don't worry, it's all in
your head. Soon you won't be
able to remember what you were
so concerned about.
Aries March 21 to April 20
Although you are feeling unfo-
cused and a bit lost, be sure to
recognize a good opportunity
when you see one. And tell your
mother you love her.
Taurus April 21 to May 20
Send cookies and other baked
goods to your favorite campus
newspaper editors. In return,
they will send you on a super-
cool assignment to cover some-
thing on campus.
Gemini May 21 to June 21
The road is a bit bumpy right
now, but rest assured there is
smooth pavement ahead. Keep
your eyes on the prize. And
don't drink and drive.
Cancer June 22 to July 22
ntop eating meat. It's bad for
you. Also, stop drinking water. It
contains dangerous contami-
nants and could cause cancer.
Actually, stop eating and drinking
altogether. Everything is going to
eventually cause liver cancer or
kidney cancer or some other dis-
ease because 01 all the pesti-
cides they use and the chemi-
cals they put in things.
Leo July 23 to August 22
There isn't enough iron in your
diet. You'd better fry up some
steaks for dinner tonight. Steak
and ham and bacon. And fish.
Virgo Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Work or classes are getting you
a little hot under the collar. Take
some time to chill with friends
and loved ones. Beer doesn't
hurt either.
Libra Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
Your boss is micromanaging
your life. But don't worry, he's
doing it for your own good. Know
your weaknesses, because there
may be plenty of them.
Scorpio Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Procrastination seems to have
been a problem for you in the
past few days. Do your effing
homework, or else the stars will
be against you.
Sagittarius Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Keep it up with the video
games! You're getting really
good at that one where you are
Tony Hawk and you have to
. skateboard around everywhere.
The game is making you a bet-
ter person and enhancing your
social skills tenfold, so play on,
sweetpea!
Capricorn Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Cappy, stop spending so much
money on the eBay! Your wal-
let is shrinking fast, and you
can't get dates if your wallet
isn't along for the ride. The
deliveries are making your
mailman rather irate as well.
So quit it.
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Rearrange the letters to form real words. Hint: You're out!
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Monster Sudoku Rules 
The object is to insert the numbers in the boxes to satisfy only one condition:
Each row, column and 4x4 box must contain the digits 1 through 9 and letters
A through G exactly once.
There is only one correct answer.
Visit www.mainecampus.com for the answer.
PRESCRIPTION DRUG
- OR
METAL RAND?
BY ERYK SALVAGGIO
1. Norvasc
2. Xentrix
3. Skelaxin
4. Glycolax
5. Eidolon
6. Acyclovir
7. Hirax
8. Mythotyn
9. Krabathor
10. Ilium
11. Ketek
12. Insomniurn
13. Armour
Thyroid
14. Depakote
15. Lantus
16. Diovan
17. Zetia
18. Gorgoroth
19. Arnebix
20. Finntroll
21. Behexen
22. Flonase
23. Xalatan
24. Prozac
25. Ted Nugent
26. Treponem
Pal
27. Advair
Diskus
28. Zocor
29. Ensiferum
30. Ambien
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Pattie Barry
Style Editor
581-3061
A brief welcome
Hello boys and girls!
Welcome to the University of
Maine! For those of you who are
new here, let me be the first to
tell you that you have a lot to
look forward to in the upcoming
year. UMaine is an excellent
institution with plenty of things
to do and see, and you will no
doubt remember this year as one
of the best of your life for a long
time to come!
For the rest of you: prices
went up for everything, we're
down to two dining commons -
don't bother eating lunch, you'll
never get through the line-the
trees on the mall are still there,
and you still can't order a pizza
from off campus with dining
funds. Remember when you
could?
Now that we've gotten all of
that out of the way, I'd like to
take a minute to give special
greetings to two particular
demographics that are near and
dear to me: senior guys and
freshman girls.
To the freshman girls: You'll
find that the guys here at the
University of Maine are a polite,
well dressed, and respectful
bunch. While college males
have been at the butt end of
some pretty harsh stereotyping
in the past, here at the
University of Maine we pride
ourselves on being a cut above
the rest. The typical UMaine
guy will be happy to meet with
you at your leisure, help you
carry your books to class, talk
about your day, and listen to any
problems you may have. You'll
never find a sweller bunch of
fellows.
Freshman girls are now
instructed to discontinue reading
this column and move on to the
crossword.
To the senior guys: I'm sure
you've noticed, but since the
start of this semester, the entire
campus seems to have been
absolutely overrun by extreme-
ly young-looking girls. While
my long-distance relationship
leaves me with nothing to do
but take approximately 17 cold
showers a day- honestly, this is
Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
like telling a heroin addict to
just suck on a Werther's
Original for comfort- I'm sure
many of you will see this as
quite a boon. You're not com-
pletely in the clear, though, ancl.
if past experiences tell me any-
thing, many of you will need a
bit of a "refresher" period after
the long summer break.
There are two ways to handle
the latest "fresh meat" influx of
seemingly 12-year-old freshman
girls. This is not the right way:
"OMFG! THE FRESHMEN
GIRLS IS HOTT!!! THEY
MAKE MY PANTS SAY
WEEEEEEEEEEE!' I WANT
TO TOUCH BOOBS! WE
NEED TO BUY BEER! I HAVE
CASH I CAN PUT IN!"
Some of you are nodding.
Some of you are thinking "Uh-
oh..." That's O.K. Personally, I
figured by now you'd have a
handle on such things, but if
that's not the case, you're not
dead in the water yet. You stir
have plenty of time. And beer.
I imagine that some of you
freshmen guys are standing
there right now, wondering to
yourselves, "Hey! What about
me? I want hot girls too!" In
response to that valid and per-
fectly understandable point. I
have this to say:
HA!
Remember- from two weeks
ago- when you were in high
school and the hot chicks were
dating guys that had graduated
two years ago? Now those guys
live next door. It's a scientific
fact that girls want nothing to do
with anyone who can even be
mistaken for the same age. You
need to bide your time or tell
people that you look really
young for twenty-four. Tell
them you were in the Peace
Corps.
Eats flies. Dates a pig. Hollywood star.
LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass it On.
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OH, SHUTE — UMaine's Molly Shute chases after a Hofstra attacker during last week's
action against the Pride at Alfond Stadium.
CHANGE
From Page 20
Goalkeepers this year include
sophomore Maygan Cassarino; jun-
ior Rebecca Giroux; and freshmen
Sarah Wyman and Abby Herrick.
Playing at the back are seniors Gina
Legge and Joanna Fernandes; junior,
Kristin Healy; sophomore Gigi
Niekrash; and rookies Kady
Ackerson, Alyssa Cloutier, and
Mallory Shute. In midfield is senior
Katie Flaherty; juniors Erin Reusch
and Amy Zdrojesky; plus newcom-
ers to the team Whitney Worcester
and Maggie O'Brian. Up front are
is. seniors, Kirsten Costa and Christie
Mosley; sophomores, Kim
MacDonald, Brooke Anderson and
Nicole Emery; along with freshmen,
Jackie D' Amato and Mallory
Anderson.
Co-captain of three years, Katie
Flaherty, is happy to be making a
return to the playing field after sitting
out last season with a knee injury.
She will be sharing the captaincy
with senior, Gina Legge, and is excit-
ed about the new team and the new
1- season.
"We lost four key players last
year with seniors graduating. We
have a young team now and it will be
a learning experience for us," she
said.
The season so far has been up and
down for the team. They got off to a
good start, winning their first two
games against Sacred Heart and
Rhode Island 2-1 and 3-2 respective-
ly, followed by a disappointing 2-1
loss to Fairfield in double overtime.
Despite opening the scoring, having
nineteen penalty corners to
Fairfield's three, and outshooting the
"No one would be happy
with being at 3-3. We
are disappointed, but
very confident that we
have good players and a
knowledgeable coaching
staff"
Katie Flaherty
UM field hockey
team 24-11, the team fell to defeat in
the 88th minute. A 2-0 shutout of
Missouri State improved matters, but
a 4-3 loss to Northwestern, and a 3-1
loss to Hofstra have split the team at
three wins and three losses.
As Flaherty says, "No one would
be happy with being at 3-3. We are
disappointed but very confident; we
have good players and knowledge-
able ranching staff."
Once the conference games begin
the pressure will be on the team to
reach the top four— their main goal
for the season. The mixture of expe-
rience and originality, coupled with
self confidence, should help the team
on their way.
This weekend will see a trip to
Indiana for two matches: one against
Central Michigan on Saturday, and
the second against Indiana on
Sunday afternoon. The games will be
a challenge, Coach Thebarge
believes. "Central Michigan will be a
tough one — they're in the top ten
right now."
Despite Central Michigan's for-
midable credentials, she is positive
about the team's chances. They have
a collection of very talented players,
including forward Nicole Emery,
who was recently named America
Fast Player of the Week for her con-
tribution to the season so far.
Currently leading UMaine's scoring
with five goals and one assist, she
scored goals in four consecutive
games, including both goals in the 2-
0 shutout of Missouri State. Nicole
will hopefully continue her scoring
streak this weekend and help the
team to victory in Indiana.
No more gray areas in
professional football
By Derek McKinley
For The Maine Campus
At the 2006 NFL Hall of Fame
Induction Ceremony, all of the
inductees were given time to make
speeches regarding their tenure with
the National Football League,
include a few personal anecdotes,
Commentary
and comment on the present and
future of the league. Former New
York Giants linebacker and
inductee Harry Carson took it upon
himself to urge more racial diversi-
ty in the game of football. He said
that there needed to be more oppor-
tunities given to blacks looking to
get into coaching. I thought about
this for a long time. Is there enough
diversity in the NFL? I submit that
there isn't, but not for the same rea-
sons as Mr. Carson, I'm afraid.
Carson fell into a very opportune
spot to deliver such a message,
being inducted into the Hall of
Fame alongside Warren Moon, the
first black quarterback to make it to
Canton. The message about racial
diversity really hit home with
Moon, who was in attendance.
Harry Carson was absolutely right.
There does need to be racial diversi-
ty in the NFL -- for white players.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not try-
ing to re-segregate professional
sports, I'm just saying: Flip the
channel to a game of Monday Night
Football and look at the players.
How many of them are white?
Hispanic? Pacific? It has been
shown that seven out of every ten
players in the NFL is black. Those
are some pretty staggering figures
staring back at Harry Carson as he
pushes for more black players and
coaches in the league. Not only is
this figure of 70 percent somewhat
shocking, what's more interesting is
the positions that are almost entirely
dominated by black players. How
many white running backs have you
ever seen start a game in the NFL?
With the exception of Mike Alstott,
the running back for the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, there are really no
other white running backs. Even
Mike Alstott is being forced out of
his starting role by Cadillac
Williams. In his first game this sea-
son he carried the ball one time for
two yards and was never seen again.
With the exception of quarter-
backs, kickers, and offensive line-
men, every one of the other posi-
tions in the NFL is dominated by
black players. There are no white
players even listed at cornerback in
the entire league. Most receivers
are also black, with a few minor
exceptions, most of those being
tight ends. Even though white play-
ers still have a majority at the quar-
terback position, with only six of the
32 NFL teams having a black start-
ing quarterback, the increasing pop-
ularity of players such as Donovan
McNabb, Michael Vick, Vince
Young, and Daunte Culpepper have
shown that in the future there will
certainly be more black quarter-
backs entering the league. Statistics
only bolster this assumption. In the
1980's white players and black
players accounted for roughly 50
percent each of the total NFL popu-
lation. In just 20 years, the ratio has
shifted from 50-50 to 70-30. In 20
more years, what will it be like? It
may end up that white players
become almost entirely obsolete in
the NFL. What then? The desegre-
gation of sports in the late 1940s
and 50s will begin all over again in
the 2040s and 50s for white players.
Harry Carson's other point about
more black coaches is more legiti-
mate. Only about 20 percent of all
coaches in the NFL are black. The
seemingly disproportionate ratio of
black to white players has apparent-
ly balanced itself out on the side-
lines. While the NFL stipulates that
at least one minority candidate be
interviewed for each position, the
jobs often go to white coaches. In
fact, in 2006, the NFL boasts a
record seven black head coaches.
So yes, there does need to be a
change made in the NFL. More
white players, more black coaches,
general managers and eventually
owners. Sports are often referred to
as a mirror for life. Men tell their
children that everything they need
to learn in life — patience, disci-
pline, work ethic, leadership, etc.
can all be learned on the football
field. Do we really want our own
children to look at the football field
as a place where racism is still
prevalent? Do we want them to
learn that they too can be leaders on
the gridiron...if their skin is the right
color? Football should be all-inclu-
sive and the idea of racial superiori-
ty should be tossed out the window
in favor of competition. Pure,
unadulterated competition, free
from the constraints of race, ethnic-
ity, and what position you prefer to
play. A game where people will not
be judged based on the color of their
skin, but by their 40-yard dash times
and pass accuracy. Yeah -- I have
a dream, too.
TUNE
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used as a tune-up for the bitter rivals,
not a dramatic duel for the league
title.
"The meet counts on the schedule
but it's mainly to make sure we run
the necessary amount of races for the
year," said head coach Mark Lech.
"The meet allows other racers, who
aren't usually at the top, a chance to
contend. Both teams will rest certain
runners and have an understanding
of what the meet is."
While the importance of the meet
will be downplayed, the storylines
won't Despite the assumed absences
of top runners Kirby Davis, Josh
Trevino and Donald Drake from the
field, several pivotal Black Bears
will be showcasing their summer
conditioning. Among the most
notable are David Englehutt, Jon
McGonagle, Eric Newman, and
newcomer Miles Bartlett.
"As a whole, I am encouraged by
the training that was done this sum-
mer," said Lech. "There were a few
people who I thought would come
back in better shape, but there are
others that have come back right
where they need to be."
One of those runners Lech is
specifically talking about is senior
Eric Newman, who returns to the
squad after a two year absence. Upon
reuniting with the program after a
tumultuous first year, Newman has
shown a renewed sense of confi-
dence and speed. The story is one
that seems perfectly fit for cross
country, a sport not shy about giving
athletes second chances. Newman
figures to contend for a spot in the
final four. With Davis, Drake and
Trevino having sewn up the top three
spots, the top seven is still weeks
away from being finalized.
According to Lech, Newman has a
good chance of breaking into the
scoring pack.
"[Eric] encountered some prob-
lems a ways back but he has
returned looking real good," said
Lech. "The final four spots on the
team are going to be a real crap
shoot. Everyone contending for
those slots has come back in rela-
tively good shape."
The competition for the final
spots doesn't end there. Sophomore
David Englehutt and senior Jon
McGonagle figure to have the inside
routes on the fourth and fifth spots.
Lech, believes native Nova Scotian
Englehutt is poised to have a strong
year.
"Sometimes it takes a year to get
it," said Lech referring to Englehutt.
"With one year under his belt in
Division I, he should be right around
there this year. He was in the top five
last year for us."
Either way, the fight for the four
through seven slots promises to be
an interesting battle. In the first time.
trial of the year last week, the final
four were within seven seconds of
each other; a statistic that bodes
extremely well for the Black Bears'
season. Even some of the best teams
could only dream of a split so nar-
row.
"If we can get that at the end of
the year, that would be great, " said
Lech. "In fact we would be rolling."
Lech exudes even more confi-
dence when discussing the squad's
top three performers: Davis, Drake
and Trevino.
"Our 1-2-3, could go against any-
one in the league," said Lech. "They
stack up against everyone."
For now though, the Black Bears
are still connecting pieces in their
quest for a second America Fast
championship.
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territory. On the ensuing drive,
Kevin Williams ran up the mid-
dle and down the sideline for a
70-yard touchdown to put
UMaine up 14-0.
Then the heavy rain came,
along with lightning, which
surrounded the stadium. That
didn't stop the Black Bears.
"Despite only having four
days of practice to prepare for
a game, [they] didn't miss a
beat," said player and coach
Eric Whitman, who gained the
first rushing yards in team his-
tory, but left shortly thereafter
and didn't return due to an
injury.
The team didn't miss a beat
as they allowed only one score
in the third quarter when
Central Maine recovered a
muffed snap on a punt in the
end zone. The turnover was not
the punter's error, as the ball
just slipped out his grasp as
heavy rains poured down from
overhead.
If there was ever any doubt
about Central Maine making a
comeback, junior wide receiver
and kick returner Kyle
Harrington put that to rest as he
returned the kickoff for seven-
ty yards to put UMaine ahead
20-6. Harrington credited his
blockers on the play, saying,
"They made the perfect seam
for me to get through, right up
the middle of the field, and
then I busted through the hole,
shook a few tackles, then ran
like my life was on the line to
the end zone."
"[It was a] huge win, after
working 11 months to get to
[Saturday night]," Whitman
said, "Chemistry and execution
were the keys."
As player and coach,
Whitman's duties include call-
ing the offensive plays with
Davison, while graduate mid-
dle linebacker Ron Dube calls
the defensive plays.
The Black Bears came into
existence last fall and have
now moved to 1-0 on the young
season with their first ever win.
As members of the Northeast
Independent Football League,
UMaine competes against
semi-professional teams from
Honoring a
UM legend
Join the University of Maine baseball
team as it retires Mike Bordick's No. 3
on Saturday, Sept. 16 at 11:45 a.m. at
Mahaney Diamond. An alumni baseball
game will follow the ceremonies.
Check Monday's issue of The Maine
Campus for coverage of the event.
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POINT OF ATTACK (ABOVE) 
—Members of the UMaine Tackle Football Club fight Central
Maine at the line of scrimmage. LEFT — The team confers during a break in the action.
around the region, and are the
only university in the country
boasting both a varsity and
club-level squad.
"[It was al huge win
after working II months
to get to [Saturday
night]."
Eric Whitman
Player and coach
UM Tackle Football Club
All the hard work and prepa-
ration over the last year paid
off for the Black Bears.
With the odds stacked
against them, as they only
practice twice weekly at the
Lengyel practice fields, and
have little depth, as they only
suited up twenty-three players.
UMaine got the win and exe-
cuted on both sides of the ball.
"We ran the ball well on
offense and played stifling
defense," Whitman said.
On offense, Kevin Williams.
with the help of his offensive
line, controlled the clock and
wore down the opposition, fin-
ishing with two touchdowns
and well over 100 yards rush-
ing.
On defense, UMaine was
more than up to the task as sen-
ior defensive end Rob
Laverdiere and junior line-
backer Tony Poulin anchored
the squad, limiting Central
Maine to less than 100 yards
total offense, forcing three
turnovers and allowing on19
two first downs.
The Black Bears go for win
No. 2 Saturday night at Alfond
Stadium when they host the
Exeter Gamblers at 6 p.m. The
Gamblers stand at 0-3 on the
year and have been shut out in
all three of their games, while
yielding 85 total points to
opponents.
After one game, the Black
Bears sit in first place in the
NIFL's North Division. Exeter
is a divisional opponent, lend-
ing even more meaning to
Saturday night's contest. The
game also marks the first of
three straight home games.
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our tournament two years ago," said
UMaine coach Travers Evans in
response to questions of whether this
trip was at all out of place in their
schedule. On Sunday, the team faces
Cal State Fullerton who, as of
September 11, are 2-2-1 for the sea-
son.
"We weren't going to fly out
there to play one game, so they set up
the game with Cal State Fullerton for
us so we get a couple of games while
we're out there," Evans added.
A point of emphasis on Evans'
mind was this year's team — a
young one, with II of the 25 roster
slots filled with freshmen.
"I think we're making progress,
we are a very young team. When you
look at our last game, we started
seven freshmen and sophomores in
the line up. We're coming along—
probably not where we want to be
right now, but we're getting better
every game. By the time we get to
conference play we'll be in decent
shape. I think it's [the California trip]
going to be good. As I said, we've
been playing better as we go. I think
we are poised to have our best games
ahead of us, so we're hoping to go
out there, play well, and get some
confidence."
Freshmen midfielder Andre
Cushing said of the trip,"! think it's
real good. It will be a real good expe-
rience for a lot of us. We'll play
against some good competition out
there. And it's a trip that a lot of us
usually wouldn't have a chance to
take; the chance to go out there and
see some different lifestyles, some
nice venues. Always, there will be a
lot of team bonding. We'll be togeth-
er more and it will give us a real
sense of where we are. I think it will
help us overall and help with our
play. We're working on a lot of
things right now, you know, and I
think we're coming along nicely. It
should start to click soon."
Jacobe also had good sentiments
towards the trip: "I'm excited, we
played Cal Poly a couple years ago.
They're a good team. This is the first
time we've ever really gone any-
where that's a significant distance, so
it should be a good time."
COACH'S
CORNER
Evety Thursday, UMaine head
football coach Jack Cosgrove
will share three keys to the
Black Bears' upcoming game.
• 
A fast start that
takes the crowd out
of the game.
"It'll be a challeng-
ing environment and
we can help our-
selves with a solid
start."
• Bounce back from
miscues and mis-
takes; finish strong.
"We have to play
through 60 minutes,
and if there are some
lulls in the game, we
have to bounce right
back."
• 
Vast improve-
ments in every facet
of the game.
"We have to fix all
the problems that
existed last week
and perform our
schemes at a higher,
more explosive
level."
Re-Elect
EMILY CAIN
WELCOME BACK
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State Representative
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Whitcomb explained. "Some
of that comes from being
young and from being in a hos-
tile environment."
The good thing is, if the
mistakes are on UMaine's part,
they are correctable and could
lead to bigger and better things
this weekend.
"We knew after the game
that we didn't play to the best
of our ability. Each guy is
looking in the mirror and
knows what he can do better to
make us a better team," said
I4-year UMaine head coach
Jack Cosgrove.
On the flip side is a Black
Hole defense that was among
the most lauded in the nation in
preseason discussions. Their
pride is wounded after being
gashed for 34 points, but as a
unit they're looking to exact
some revenge on the Tribe.
"Our focus this week is on
discipline and finishing plays,"
said sophomore linebacker
Jovan Belcher. "The most
improvement in a season
comes from week one to week
two, so we've been practicing
even harder this week."
In their way will be William
& Mary, who was idle last
weekend after a week-one loss
at I-A Maryland. Traditionally
one of the stronger offenses in
the Atlantic-10, the Tribe has
question marks on their
defense and quarterback after
starter Jake Phillips was
yanked midway through the
opener.
Saturday night's contest will
be William & Mary's first
home night game ever, so the
Black Bears expect yet another
contest in front of a large and
hostile crowd. That makes pro-
tecting the ball and cutting
down on miscues even more
important.
"Any mistake you make on
the road is going to be ampli-
fied because it helps them and
it's a motivator for the other
team," Cosgrove said.
"It's hard to hear the calls
from the mike linebacker in a
hostile crowd, so that messes
us up," Belcher said. "If we
come out and start hitting peo-
ple, everyone will be quiet."
Offensively, the focus is on
improving on a third-down
conversion rating that sits at
just 28 percent by cutting down
on dropped balls and mistimed
throws. But, cutting down on
sacks and penalties is big as
well.
"We know if we win all
our Atlantic 10 games,
we're going to the play-
offs. That's where the
money is.,,
Ron Whitcomb
Senior quarterback
UM football
"You have to look at all four
downs, it's the negative play at
the start of a drive that makes it
third-and-forever and nearly
impossible to convert. We have
to stay on track on early downs
and make those more corn-
pletable," Whitcomb said.
For the Tribe's part, they're
most concerned with contain-
ing senior, Arel Gordon,
UMaine's Mr. Everything.
Gordon racked up 202 all pur-
pose yards last week, including
a 75-yard scoring run.
"He's a big-time breakaway
threat and they do a good job
getting the ball to him," Tribe
coach, Jimmy Laycock, said in
Monday's A-10 conference
call.
Another factor is that the
teams have not met since the
2002 season, before any of the
current players were a part of
either program. The Black
Bears have won two straight in
the series but have a 2-5 over-
all record against the Tribe.
"They've made significant
changes in their schemes since
we saw them last, so we're not
as familiar with them as we are
with most other teams in the
league," Laycock said.
Defensively, UMaine's
focus is to not miss coverage
assignments and blitz responsi-
bilities after several miscues
led to first-downs for
Youngstown State —despite a
pair of interceptions.
"We didn't come up big on
defense last week like we
wanted to, so there's a big
focus on finishing plays,"
Belcher said.
The game also marks the
Atlantic 10 opener for both
teams, and a critical contest in
terms of both squads' playoff
hopes. Falling to 0-2 with
games remaining against I-A
power Boston College, No. 9
Massachusetts and No. 1 New
Hampshire would be a chal-
lenge the Black Bears don't
want to face.
"That's a big difference
between I-A and I-AA. We
know if we win all our Atlantic
10 games, we're going to the
playoffs. That's where the
money is," Whitcomb said.
When you say Maine Campus, you've said it all
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PATRIOTS CORNER
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
Excuse me for not falling in
line with prevailing "In Bill We
Trust" logic, but your New
England Patriots cost themselves
the Super Bowl on Monday after-
noon.
Hold-out wide receiver Deion
Branch was traded to the Seattle
Seahawks in return for a first-
round draft choice, and when he
got on the plane at Logan Airport
he took with him any chance New
England had of hoisting the
Lombardi Trophy in late January.
Branch is just the latest in a
series of high-profile departures
for the Patriots, long lauded for
the market-value system that's
allowed them to manage the
salary cap and win three Super
Bowls. None have hurt the team
in the past, but this one most cer-
tainly will.
Put yourself in Tom Brady's
shoes. He was as sure as anyone
that eventually Branch would
return to the team. Now, he's left
not only without one of his best
friends, but his only reliable
receiver. Who does the Golden
Boy throw the football to now?
The ageless Troy Brown?
The Looney Tunes notion that
a team can win a world champi-
onship without a No. 2 wide-out,
much less a No. 1, will ultimately
doom New England's 2006 sea-
son. Fans saw it on Sunday
against Buffalo. Without a speed-
ster to stretch the field, lineback-
ers clog throwing lanes and there
simply isn't anybody open. And
no, the tight end lumbering 20
yards up field does not count as a
deep threat.
On the flip side, Branch could
push Seattle over the top to the
championship. He walks in as the
best receiver on a team that went
to the Super Bowl last year, and
you can bet that the happiest man
in America Monday night was
Seahawks quarterback, Matt
Hasselbeck. The former Boston
College star has waited his entire
career to have someone as talent-
ed as Branch lining up on the out-
side.
So, a swap that automatically
eliminates you from champi-
onship contention and vaults the
trading partner in the opposite
direction is bad, right? Yes, and
no. The Patriots were right about
Branch; he's not a top-10 receiver
in the NFL. A first-rounder is
great compensation for him.
Problem is, you want to trade
players for picks in February and
March— not September.
And while Branch isn't a top-
10 wideout, he is most certainly a
top-32, and every team needs a
No. 1. The Patriots' biggest mis-
take was not sticking with a value
from the outset. They assigned
him a low value, salary wise, but
then demanded a high value — as
high as two first-rounders accord-
ing to some reports — in trades.
Well, which is Branch worth? If
he's as good as a first round pick,
you have to pay him accordingly.
They weren't willing to,
despite a healthy amount of cap
room, and in January they will
pay the price. Contrary to what
we've been privileged to the last
few years, real Super Bowl con-
tenders don't come along every-
day. The Pats have one with a
Hall of Fame QB in his prime, a
good running game, and a domi-
nant defense.
But a one-dimensional offense
will not win a title, and that's
what losing Branch makes New
England. They will make the
playoffs, lose in round two, again,
and they will have squandered a
chance at another ring over a
petty game of chicken with one of
their best players.
Bill Belichik and Scott Pioli,
pay attention to Theo Epstein.
That Golden Boy found out just
how fast a glorified front office
can fall out of favor. The guess
here is that by January, you'll
know all about it too.
CL
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ASSIFIEDS
Travel with STS to this year's top 10 Spring Break
destinations! Best deals guaranteed! Highest rep com-
missions. Visit www.ststravel.com or call 1-800-648-
4849. Great group discounts.
Advertise in The Maine Campus. Call
581-1273 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
to place your classified advertisement.
Black Bears to defend home turf
Women's soccer opens home slate with Marist, Rhode Island
By Sarah Fortuccl
For The Maine Campus
After five games away from
Orono, the undefeated
University of Maine women's
soccer team returns to the Pine
Tree State for its home opener
Friday afternoon. The Black
Bears stand at 4-0-1, including
a 1-1 tie against nationally-
ranked Connecticut.
MARIST VS. UM
FRIDAY, SEPT. 15
3 P.M.
However, each of their five
contests have posed various
obstacles, regardless of the
opponent.
"Certainly, every perform-
ance has brought a new chal-
lenge," said UMaine coach
Scott Atherley, who has led the
Black Bears to the America
East final in each of the last
three seasons.
With the graduation of All-
Conference players Heather
Hathorn, Taylor Adino and
Linda Consalante, the Black
Bears have some big shoes to
fill. However, they have a
number of returning veterans
and newcomers eager to fill
those shoes.
In particular, Laura Harper
and Christine Labelle have
certainly stepped up to the
plate with their performances
this season. Defenders Jordon
Pekrul and Makayla Bell are
also enjoying success early on.
Harper is currently
UMaine's leading scorer, with
a total of eight goals so far.
Her teammates have also done
well for themselves: Natalie
Berry, Fleury Veronique, Laura
Martel, and Christine LaBelle
have each scored four goals
this season. Right behind them
are Marie-Andree Canuel with
three goals, and Anjelica
Hodgson with two goals.
For a team that has enjoyed
so much success over the past
few seasons, the Black Bears
still have an even-keel, wait
and see approach to the 2006
campaign.
"Historically the games
have been very competi-
tive and I anticipate the
same thing this year."
Scott Atherley
Head coach
UM women's soccer
"There's no predicting [the
championship]; we take it one
game at a time," Atherley said.
"We expect that we Will have
our moment when we perform
to our true capabilities, we will
have our ups and downs. But
we want to be playing our best
soccer by the time the playoffs
roll around."
UMaine's next challenge
comes against Marist College
on Friday at 3 p.m. The Marist
team is looking to build off of
their win against Brown
University last Friday, and will
certainly give the Black Bears a
challenge.
"Historically the games have
been very competitive and I
anticipate the same thing this
year." said Atherley.
As for the players, they are
looking forward to competing
on their home turf after weeks
of traveling around New
England.
"We're really excited," said
goalie Jasmine Phillips. "I
think it will be a really good
start to our weekend and a carry
on of the play from last
Friday."
Phillips, a sophomore, was
named America East
Goalkeeper of the Year in 2005,
and boasts a 4-0-1 record to go
with a .57 goals against average
and a pair of shutouts on the
young season.
Her sentiments were echoed 6.
by junior Brittany Saisselin, a
Connecticut native who's con-
tributed one assist so far this
season.
"We're excited," she said.
"It's our first home game and
it's just another game to get us
ready for the Conference."
Following Friday's home
opener, the Black Bears host
Atlantic 10 foe, Rhode Island,
on Sunday afternoon at I p.m.
www.mainecampus.corn
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Fumblin' in the Rain
CAMPUS PHOTO BY EMMA POPE-WELCH
HOT POTATO — Gilbert Cyr recovers a funible during the UMaine tackle football club's
inauguaral win over Central Maine last Saturday.
Tackle football club makes
thunderous debut with win
By Adam Clark
For The Maine Campus
They waited over eleven
months for game day to come
and when it finally did, nothing
could stop them. Playing
amidst heavy rain and light-
ning, the University of Maine
tackle football club rolled to a
20-6 win over the visiting
Central Maine Warriors in their
inaugural game at Morse Field
on Saturday night.
UMaine rode the efforts of
junior Kevin Williams, the
starting safety who was thrust
into running back duties after
starter Eric Whitman suffered
an injury, as they jumped out to
a 14-0 first-half lead.
After successive turnovers
in the first quarter, UMaine
EXETER VS. UM
SATURDAY, SEPT. 16
6 P.M.
broke through after a fourth-
down conversion set up the
franchise's first pass comple-
tion, a 21-yarder from quarter-
back Brett Davison to wide
receiver Mark Ensworth, that
put the Black Bears inside the
Central Maine 10-yard line.
That set up the club's first
touchdown as Kevin Williams
ran one in from about eight
yards out. After a successful
two-point conversion pass,
UMaine took an 8-0 lead anti
never looked back.
In the second quarter, the
Black Bears didn't slow down
as senior safety Lawrence
Trundle intercepted a Central
Maine pass deep in UMaine
See DEBUT on Page 21
After a slow start, losing their first
six games all to New England teams,
the University of Maine men's soc-
cer team is heading off to Pomona
and Fullerton, California with hopes
of turning their season around.
"Hopefully we can get our first
win because these are our last two
games before we get into conference
play so it would be nice to get a
win.," said co-captain Jason Jacobe.
"Get at least one out of the weekend;
obviously we are trying to get two.
Hopefully we can just get at least one
and go into conference with a little
bit of confidence."
"Obviously we're not happy with
the season we've had so far, having
gone 0-6-0. We haven't got going
Women's
soccer opens
home slate
Page 23
California Dreaming
Men's soccer squad heads to the west
coast in search of year's first victory
By Michaela Luke yet, but we've
For The Maine Campus gotten better
every game and
that's all you
can ask for with
a young team.
So hopefully we
can get it all
together by the
time conference
play comes up."
The team leaves Thursday morn-
ing for a rematch against California
Polytechnic on Friday— a team
UMaine tied 1-1 back in 2004. "Cal
Poly came here two years ago and
played us in our tournament. We
were supposed to return last year but
we just weren't able to do it, so this
year is a return for them coming to
Jacobe
See DREAMING on Page 22
Black Bears look to
go full tilt, tame Tribe
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
Sixty minutes. It's a phrase
that's been on the minds of the
University of Maine football
team so much this week, that
you might mistake them for
Mike Wallace or Andy Rooney.
Football
But it's not the popular CBS
news magazine the Black Bears
are concerned with. Instead,
it's carrying their strong play
from the first half of last
week's season opener through
all four quarters of Saturday
night's showdown with
William & Mary in
Williamsburg, VA.
"We have to go out there
and play four quarters of good
football," said senior captain
and quarterback Ron
Whitcomb, whoP directed the
offense to over 200 first-half
yards.
No. 8 Youngstown State
held the Black Bears to just 34
second-half yards and no
points en route to a 34-14 vic-
tory. It wasn't better play by
the Penguins that led to the
lopsided half, but a lack of exe-
cution by the Black Bears.
"You saw the drop off in our
play when we started missing
plays and not executing."
See TRIBE on Page 22
Cross country aims
for tune-up Friday
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
When the University of Maine
men's cross country team com-
pletes its first race of the season
this Friday afternoon against the
University of New Hampshire,
don't expect much reflection from
the squad. With or without a victo-
r,
ry, the Black Bears still remain
more than a month away from the
highlighted portion of their sched-
ule. For that matter, so do the
Wildcats.•
In fact, each team will likely have a different look
when they take the starting line Oct. 28 at the America
Fast Championship, where the foes figure to be the two
favorites. Once again, the bitter rivals are ranked one
and two in the America Fast preseason poll, with UNH
garnering the top spot. However, as the official first race
of the season, Friday's meet at 3 p.m. will primarily be
See TUNE on Page 20
Lech
Field hockey embracing the winds of change
By Helen McKinnon
For The Maine Campus
The new season has seen a few changes
for the University of Maine field hockey
team. Perhaps the most notable difference
this year is the new face in charge. Andrea
Thebarge, the assistant coach for the past
four years, is taking over the role of head
coach.
C. MICHIGAN VS. UM
SATURDAY, SEPT. 16
1 P.M.
"II am] very excited about the new chal-
lenge," said Thebarge, who brings a wealth
of playing and coaching experience.
Fourteen returning players make a core
team to build on, and nine newcomers have
been added to the squad. Only two players
have remained in the positions they held
last season, making the team young and
fresh.
See CHANGE on Page 16
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
SHOULDER THE LOAD - UM's Kristen Healy powers through a
Hofstra defender during last week's contest against the Pride.
